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GRAMMATICAL SETS IN HALF-RING MORPHOLOGIES
CHAPTER I 
INTRODUCTION
The current lively Interest In structural linguistics 
among mathematicians is recent. Its history may be said 
to begin in 1960, when a mathematical model for the syntax 
of a language, called a phrase structure grammar, was 
defined by Noam Chomsky [2,3]. The assumption motivating 
the model was that sentences in language are generated
by a sequence of rewriting rules which, beginning with the
concept "sentence" itself, relate or subdivide general 
syntactical categories into classes more and more specific, 
and finally into the particular words (or morphemes) used 
in the sentence.
An example will help to clarify this idea. We assume 
these grammatical facts:
(1) A sentence may be composed of a subject 
followed by a predicate.
(2) A subject may be a noun phrase.
(3) A noun phrase may be a noun preceded by an
article and an adjective.
(4) A predicate may be a verb followed by an
object.
(5) An object may be a noun phrase.
(6) "The" is an article; "a" is an article;
"aging" is an adjective; "flowered" is an adjective;
"duchess" is a noun; "parasol" is a noun; "carried" is a verb,
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Now, applying the rewriting rules inherent in state­




















carried a flowered parasol.
We can also construct the sentence "A flowered duchess 
carried the aging parasol," or "A flowered parasol carried 
the againg duchess," which illustrates the fact that struc­
ture, not meaning, is what the grammar is intended to model.
Phrase structure grammars are classified into types 
according to the type of rewriting rules or productions 
allowed. They are, in increasing order of generality: 
right (or left) linear, context-free, context-sensitive, 
and arbitrary phrase structure grammars. There is now a 
large body of knowledge about these grammars, along with 
associated models of machines. The machines, with a 
finished sentence as input, perform a sequence of opera­
tions which result in the acceptance of a sentence which is 
well-formed according to a specified set of grammatical rules.
Since this paper is concerned with an extension of the 
notion of context-free grammar, some familiarity with
3phrase structure grammars must be assumed. Virtually all 
the results used here, along with a thorough treatment of 
results in the area up to 1965, can be found in [7].
The interest in context-free grammars was fed by the 
discovery that they were equivalent to a format for the 
specification of programming languages called Backus normal 
form. Algol was specified in this form, and a class of 
languages called Algol-like— those whose syntax could be 
specified in Backus normal form— was found to be the same 
as the class of languages generated by context-free gram­
mars [101. However, because of some side restrictions on 
the form of Algol statements, it turned out that Algol was 
not in fact an Algol-like language [6]. This discovery 
motivated a search for a model slightly more general than 
the context-free grammar and its associated accepting 
machine, the pushdown acceptor (pda).
Linguists dealing with natural languages found 
objections to phrase structure grammars as a model. The 
class of context-free grammars was too small to mirror 
the complexities of natural language; the class of context- 
sensitive ones somewhat unwieldy. Chomsky himself resorted 
to the use of additional operations called transformations, 
which are applied to primitive sentence forms generated by 
context-free grammars. A remarkable number of new 
accepting machines have been defined, which (without 
corresponding generating rules) delimit a language as that 
collection, of sentences accepted by the machine. A summary 
of most of these, along with a chart showing the known and 
conjectured relationships between them, appears in [9].
There has also been a bustling business in the gen­
eralization of context-free grammars. Notable among the new 
grammars are the programmed grammars of Rosenkrantz [13], 
which use context-free rules, whose eligibility for applica­
tion depends on which production was applied last and on
4the form of the intermediate string at the moment of 
application. The indexed grammars of Aho [1], utilize a 
new type of rule, called an indexed production, in addition 
to context-free rules.
Underlying the notion of context-free languages and 
the above generalizations is the fact that all words (which 
unfortunately is the term used for well-formed strings 
corresponding to the intuitive notion of sentences which 
we discussed earlier) in a language are assumed to be 
elements in the free semigroup generated by a finite collec­
tion of symbols, where the operation is juxtaposition.
Davis [5] suggested that this simple juxtaposition is an 
oversimplification of the way grammatical elements are 
linked together to form syntactically correct strings. He 
proposed, as a substitute for the semigroup, an algebraic 
system called a half-ring morphology, with three operations, 
as a suitable model for the natural linkages of syntactical 
elements. We illustrate this with an example.
A transitive verb calls for both a subject and an 
object. It is natural to think of it as a two-place 
predicate, with two numbered blanks, one to be filled with 
a subject, the other with an object, as in
( 1 carried 2 ).
We form 2-tuples of the form (subject, object), where each 
of these is without blanks, although they may be composed 
of smaller elements containing blanks. Then the composi­
tion operation • in the half-ring morphology is so defined 
that ( 1 carried 2 ) • (the aging duchess, a flowered parasol) = 
The aging duchess carried a flowered parasol. That is, 
the first element of the pair is substituted for the blank 
numbered 1, the second for the blank number two. The 
second operation of the half-ring morphology, concatenation, 
represents the formation of n-tuples. In the grammatical 
rules we are then able to replace "followed by" with more 
complex types of linkage.
5Davis' suggestion is that context-free rules be used 
to generate meaningful strings of elements in a morphology 
along with operator symbols, and then, after the generation 
process is complete, to perform the indicated operations 
to obtain finished, filled-in sentences. That is what this 
paper attempts to do: to investigate the sets obtained in
such a way.
The other immediate ancestor of this approach is a 
paper of Mezei and Wright [11]. Their generalization of 
languages generated by context-free rules in semigroups to 
languages generated by context-free rules in arbitrary 
algebraic systems is precisely what is needed to implement 
Davis' suggestion for half-ring morphologies. The alterna­
tive formulation of recognizable sets in Chapter 3 is an 
application of their approach. The term recognizable set 
is due to them; the term grammatical set also appears in 
their paper, attributed by them to David Muller. The 
special cases of their results which are used in this paper 
are summarized in Chapter 3. It is hard to overestimate 
their value in simplifying proofs and adding a taste of 
much-needed elegance.
The paper is organized as follows. Chapter II contains 
the definition and basic results for half-ring morphologies. 
The theorems which appear there are due to Davis and are 
stated without proof (sometimes in slightly altered form) 
in [5]. The proofs are mine, and are included for com­
pleteness. It will be useful to refer in later chapters 
to some of the constructions used in these proofs. Lemma 
2.2 is proved in [4], where half-ring morphologies were 
defined for a different use.
In Chapter III, a half-ring grammar is defined. It 
is the special context-free grammar which will generate 
well-formed expressions involving morphology elements and 
morphology operation symbols. The equivalent formulation
6of Mezel and Wright using finite congruences on a generic 
algebra is presented. The collection of strings whether 
generated by a half-ring grammar or representing a union of 
congruence classes is called a recognizable set. A 
grammatical set is then defined as the collection of 
morphology elements resulting from carrying out the 
operations represented by the strings in the recognizable 
set. We state a best form for a grammar, which is an out­
come of the results in [11].
Various closure properties of grammatical sets are 
investigated. In the case of the usual semigroup languages, 
Ginsburg and Grelbach have abstracted a collection of clo­
sure properties by which they define an Abstract Family of 
Languages (AFL) [8]. Theorems 3.3, 3.4, 3.6, and 3.7 
provide what I feel are appropriate analogues of these 
properties in the half-ring case. Theorem 3.21 demon­
strates a closure property related to the AFL requirement 
that languages be closed under intersection with a regular 
set. I am considerably less sure that this property is 
the proper analogue to the AFL one.
A number of examples of grammatical sets in linear 
morphologies are given, including sets which can not be 
generated by context-free rules in a semigroup. Theorem 
3.10 gives the result that every grammatical set is the 
homomorphic image of a grammatical set in a free mor­
phology, a fact which will be useful in Chapter 4.
Regular sets are particularly well-behaved subsets of 
a free semigroup, generated by rules of a particularly 
simple form (see [7]). In attempting to define an 
analogous class for grammatical sets in morphologies, we 
introduce the notion of A-regularlty, for any recognizable 
set A. For each A, we obtain a class closed under- union, 
intersection, and complementation with respect to the set 
generated by A. A particular recognizable set F, called
7the set of factorizations because of its relationship to 
the factorizations of phrases in a morphology discussed in 
Chapter 2, is defined. In Chapter 4, we find that the 
F-regular grammatical sets in a free morphology are gen­
erated by rules of an attractive simplicity, and further, 
that all context-free languages (in the usual sense) are 
homomorphic images of such grammatical sets under a very 
simple homomorphism.
The concept of concatenative depth and the dimension 
and degree of a grammatical set are introduced in Chapter 
3, since they will be needed in Chapter 4.
The last section of Chapter 3 deals with ambiguity.
Two types of ambiguity are defined for grammatical sets: 
structural and morphological. The first type is a function 
of the generating rules; the second has to do with the 
particular morphology into which the recognizable set is 
mapped to produce a grammatical set. It turns out 
(Theorem 3.27) that there is no morphological ambiguity in 
free morphologies, and that there is no structural ambi­
guity in P-regular grammatical sets in any morphology 
(Theorem 3.28). The relationship between structural 
ambiguity and the inherent ambiguity of semigroup context- 
free languages is discussed, and an example is given in 
which a language known to be inherently ambiguous is 
generated without either morphological or structural 
ambiguity. In Chapter 4, we show that all semigroup context- 
free languages can be generated as grammatical sets without 
structural ambiguity.
Chapter 4 is concerned with special grammatical sets 
in linear morphologies which we call restricted linguis­
tic sets, and which are shown to be appropriate for the 
linguistic model we have in mind. They are (Theorem 4,10) 
those grammatical sets containing only "completely filled in" 
expressions in the morphology (called formulas), which 
represent a single sentence (rather than a string of
8sentencesj or a paragraph, for example) and which can be 
generated by variables representing grammatical categories 
which yield n-tuples of a fixed length and a fixed distri­
bution of blanks for the category. Some closure properties 
of linguistic sets and restricted linguistic sets are found.
A number of results having to do with the represen­
tation of the usual context-free languages as grammatical 
sets are presented.
It happens that, in a linear morphology, the formulas 
are in the form of strings of (juxtaposed) symbols in a 
set S, as are the words in context-free languages. If we 
consider these strings as elements of the free semigroup 
generated by S, we are able to examine some closure 
properties usually associated with context-free language. 
These we call substratum properties.
The chapter concludes with a method for extending the 
model to allow "erasures," or the elimination of unnecessary 
empty blanks in the formation of sentences.
CHAPTER II 
HALF-RING MORPHOLOGIES
The definitions, notation, and terminology presented 
in this chapter follow Davis [5], with minor alterations.
Morphologies ; By a half-ring we mean an algebraic 
system (E,*,') with binary operations * and • satisfying
(i) x*(yz) = (x*y)*z
(ii) x*(y*z) = (x*y)*z
(iii) x»y = x*z implies y = z
(iv) (x*y)'Z = (x*z)K(yz)
for all X, y, z in E. (Notationally, * takes precedence
over ", so that x«y*z is (x'y)*z, not x«(y»z).) The
operations « and • will be called concatenation and 
composition, respectively. Following custom, we will 
denote a morphology (E,»,*) by E.
Consider the half-ring generated by a denumerable 
sequence of elements 1, etc., subject to just these 
defining■relations :
(a) 1 • (m*x) = m
(b) nil • (m*x) = n • (x»m)
for all m, n = 1, 2, etc., and all x. It is easy to verify
that such a half-ring does exist. Any such half-ring will 
be called a blank-morphology. The theorem which follows 
shows that there is (up to isomorphism) only one blank- 
morphology .
Let B = (B,*,') be the half-ring generated by the 
natural numbers 1, 2, etc., where * is juxtaposition, and 
composition is defined by
9
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( n, rip ... n, ) • ( m, nip.. . m ) = m_ m_ . . . rn_ ,
rii Hg rij^
where n = n (mod r) and l_<n ^r, for each 1 = 1,2,...,k.
i l  1
Then B Is the collection of all finite strings or sequences
of natural numbers. B is easily seen to be a blank-
morphology.
The following lemmas follow immediately from the 
definitions.
Lemma 2.1; In a blank-morphology,
n-(m, * ... * m ) = m_,
for natural numbers n, m^, i = l,2,...,r, where lj_n<_r 
and n 5 n (mod r).
Lemma 2.2; In a blank-morphology,
n^ * ... * n^ = m^ * ... * m^,
for numbers n^, i = l,2,..,,k, and m^, j = 1,2,...,r, if 
and only if k = r and n^ = m^ for i = l,...,k.
Theorem 2.3: Every blank-morphology is isomorphic to B
(above).
Proof; Let H =•(E,«,*) be a blank-morphology generated by 
G = {1, 2,...}. Let 0: B^H be defined as follows:
e(n^...n^) = n^mng*.
Suppose n^...n^ and m^...n^ are non-null elements in 
B. Then, using the notation introduced above, 
e[ (n, .. .n, ) *(m. .. .m ) = 0(m_ * . .. * m_ )
’^l ^k
= m «... * m , and
A  A
8(ni...n^^A8(mL...my) = (n^* ...» nj^ )*(m^ « ... « m^ )
= m__ « ... m_ ,
"l "k
by Lemma 2.1. Hence 0 is a homomorphism. The onto pro­
perty of 0 follows from the fact that it maps B onto a set
IX
of generators for E; the one-one property follows from 
Lemma 2 . 2 . Hence 0 is an Isomorphism.
From now on, we will call B, or any morphology iso­
morphic to it, the blank-morphology.
For any positive integer n, let h^: B->B be the map 
defined by: h(x) = n, for all x in B. Such maps will be
called constant maps.
Theorem 2.4: The only endomorphisms of the blank-
morphology are the identity map and the constant maps.
Hence B has no non-trivial automorphisms.
Proof: Let e be a non-trivial endomorphism of B, and let
n by any integer such that e.(n) = m and n  ^m. Suppose 
m>n. For any numbers a^,...,a^_^, &n+l*''"*^m* have
n* (a^a2-. .a^^_^na^^.. .a^ ) = n.
Applying 0,
0(n) • [e(a^)0(a2).. .0(a^_^)0(n)0(a^_^^).. .0(a^)] = 0(n) 
m*[0(a^)0(a2) • •-0(a^_^) ^ ®^ ®'n+l^  ‘  ^ = m .
But by Lemma 2.1,
m*[0(a^)0(a2)...0(a^_^) m  ^ = 0(a^).
Since a^ was arbitrary, we have 0(s) = m for all natural
numbers s; a similar argument for m<n shows that 0 must
be the constant map h .m
Morphologies in general are half-rings in which the 
blank-morphology is embedded in a manner to be made precise 
in what follows.
A morphology is a system (E,«,* ,n,") consisting of a 
half-ring (E,#,*) whose elements are called expressions, 
among which % is distinguished as a first blank, and a 
unary shift operation ' such that
(v) (x'y)' = x-y'
(vi) ir*7r = 7T
(vii) ÏÏ* (x«y) = TT'X
(viii) x'“(ïï*y»z) = x*(z«-rr*y), and x '=it = x»ir.
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for all X, y, 2 in E.
Consider the half-^rlng H generated by the single 
element tt, where * is juxtaposition, and composition is 
defined by
x*y = X for all x, y in H.
Enlarging H by defining the unary shift as the Identity 
operator, x '  = x, we see that H becomes trivially a 
morphology for which ■n"' =  t t . T o  exclude this trivial 
case, we add the restriction
(ix) tt' / n,
which guarantees that in any morphology, the submorphology 
generated by ,ir, tt", t t", etc., called blanks, is the blank- 
morphology. Denote it" by and for n>l, .
Then note that t t' ^ -n implies that ^ tt^ ^^  for all m, n
such that m y n. Henceforth, blanks will be denoted by 
1, 2, 3, etc.
In a morphology, an expression x is closed if x*y = x 
for all y. The degree of a closed expression is zero; 
otherwise the degree of x is either Infinite or is the 
least n such that x*(l»2»...m) = x. The dimension of x, 
if not infinite, is the least (unique) m>0 such that 
(1*2& ..*m)'X = X. Expressions of dimension one are 
phrases. Closed phrases are formulas. A minimal set of 
phrases which generates the morphology is a vocabulary, 
whose members are called morphemes.
We will consider here only locally finite morphologies, 
that is, those satisfying
(x) for each x there are non-negative integers m 
and n such that (l«.c.»m)*x = x = x*(l»...»n), and in this 
paper, "morphology” will mean a locally finite morphology.
Linear morphologies.. Let S by any set, called an 
alphabet of symbols, or simply an alphabet. Let N = 
{1,2,...} be a denumerable set of numerals, disjoint from S. 
Let W be the set of all non-null finite strings
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where is in S u N for 1 = 1,2,...,k. Let E be the set 
of all n-tuples of elements in W, for n = 1,2,... . For x 
in E, call n the dimension of x. Define, for x and y in 
E, of dimensions r and s respectively, the sequences x%  
x*y, and x«y in E as follows;
(1) X' = the result of replacing each numeral n in
X by n+1.





for i = l,2,...,r+s, and
(3) x»y = the r-tuple whose components are defined 
by (x«y)^ = the result of substituting y^ ^
for k in x^ modulo s, for each integer k,
for i = 1,2,...,r.
Let TT be the 1-tuple (1). Then ( E , i s  called the 
total linear morphology over S. Note that the dimension 
here defined corresponds to the definition of dimension in 
a general morphology. Any submorphology of the total linear 
morphology is a linear morphology over S.
Lukasiewicz morphologies are those linear morphologies 
over a set S which are generated by a vocabulary V each of 
whose members is of the form (s) or (sl...n), for s in S, 
and such that if (s) and (tl...n) are in V for any n , then
8 ^ t; and if (sl...n) and (tl...m) are in V for any m, n,
then s ^ t.
Factorization of Phrases. Given a set V of phrases in 
any morphology, the set of V-factorizations is defined 
recursively by
1) if X is a closed member of V or is a blank, 
then the one-tuple (x) is a V-factorization;
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2) If X In V is of positive degree n and 
are -V-f*aetorizations, then the tuple 
(x, P^,...,P^) is a V-factorization.
The product F of a V-factorization P is defined recursively
by
3) if X is a closed member of V or is a blank, 
thm (x) = x;
4) if (x,P^,...,P^ ) is a V-factorization, then
Tx,P^,.7.,P^T = X'(P^*...*P^).
If P = X, then P is said to be a V-factorization of x.
It is easy to see that if V is a vocabulary for a morphology, 
then every phrase has at least one V-factorization. If 
each phrase has just one V-factorization, call the vocabu­
lary monotectonic. Otherwise the vocabulary is polytec- 
tonlc. A morphology which has a monotectonic vocabulary 
is a monotectonic morphology; otherwise.it is polytectonic.
If an expression x is such that, for some n suffi­
ciently large, X'(l*,..*(i-l)#y*(i+l)*...*n) = x for every 
phrase y, then x will be said to be free of the i-th blank. 
The number of blanks in an expression is n - k, where n is 
the degree and k is the number of blanks, among the first 
n, of which the expression is free. An expression is 
initialized if the number of blanks in it is the same as 
its degree.
The following useful facts about morphologies are easily 
established. We will denote the dimension of x by dim (x), 
and the degree of x by deg (x).
Lemma 2 . 5 : 1) For all x, y , dim (x-y) = dim (x),
2) deg (x»y) <_ deg (y).
3) If,x is closed, x" = x .
4) If deg X n, then x* ( 1 « ...»n) = x.
Lemma 2 . 6 ; For all x, y,
1) dim (x*y) = dim (x) + dim (y),
2) deg (x*y) = max {deg (x), deg (y)},
3) ( x * y K  = x'*y', and
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4) if dim (x) = k, and n ^ k, then (l*...*n)"X i- x. 
Lemma 2.7: For all phrases x^ ,^ y for l^i^k, l^ j_<m,
x^*...*x^ = and only if k = m and
Xf = y^ for i = 1,2,
Lemma 2.8: For an expression x of degree n, let
denote those blanks of which x is not free. Then
for any expressions y and z such that
jy-y = jy'Z for r = 1,2,...,k, 
we have that
x*y = X'Z.
Lemma 2.9: For any expression x, deg (x) = n if and only
if (i) for m>n, x is free of the m-th blank, 
and (ii) x is not free of the n-th blank.
Lemma 2.10: In a linear morphology, if x is initialized, of 
degree n>0, then for any expression y,
1) deg (x«y) = deg [(1*...»n)*y].
2) deg (x*y) = max {deg (n«y) | x is not free of
the n-th blank}.
Theorem 2.11: For every expression x there exist elements
y and z of the blank-morphology such that x*y is initialized 
and (x'y)'Z = x. Hence each vocabulary for a morphology 
may be replaced in a one-one fashion by a vocabulary whose 
members are initialized.
Proof: Let x be any expression of degree n. If x is ini­
tialized, the theorem is trivially satisfied by y = z = 
l*...*n. If X is not initialized, then suppose the number 
of blanks in x is n-k. Then x is free of k blanks which we 
denote by the i^-th,...,i^th.
Let p be any permutation of the integers 1,2,...,n, 
such that n-k+l_<p( ij )<_n for j = l,2,...,k. Denote p(i) by p^ 
and p”^(i) by pj^ , for i = 1,2,...,n. Let y = p^*...*p^ 
and let z = p^*...*p^. Then y and z each belong to the 
blank-morphology, and (x*y)»z = x«(yz) = x'(l*...*n) = x, 
as required.
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It remains to show that x*y is initialized. We will 
establish that x*y is free of the i-th blank for i f  n-k and 
not free of the i-th blank for i ^ n-k. Then by Lemma 2.9 
we may conclude that x*y is initialized, of degree n-k.
Suppose that i>n. By Lemmas 2.5 and 2.6, deg (x*y) <_ 
deg (y) = n; hence by Lemma 2.9, x»y is free of the i-th 
blank.
Now consider, for any phrase w, the expression 
(x'y)'(l*...*i-l*w*i+l*...*n)
= X'(p^*.. '(!*.. .*i-l*w*i+l*.. .*n)
= X" (q^*. • .*9,%),
where fp,, for p. ^ i
J J
‘’j "
w^, if p, = i.
By the construction, if i n-k, then Pj = i implies that
X is free of the j-th blank. Hence we have 
X'(q^*...*q^) = X'(p^*...*p^)
= x-y,
and x-y is free of the i-th blank.
If lj.ij.n-k, and x*y is free of the i-th blank, then 
by the construction, x is not free of the p^-th blank.
Choose a phrase w such that X'(l*...*pj-l*w*p^+l*...*n) x.
Define y ' and z ' as follows: 
y , if deg (w)<n
y l  =.
y%n+l*...*deg (w), if deg (w)>n 
-z, if deg (w) <n
z =
\z*n+l*...*deg (w), if deg (w)>n. 
Then x = x*yz = x*yz'
= x*y (1«...*i-l*wy'*l+l*.. .*n)»z'
= x » y « i - l » w * y '«i+l»...*n)'Z'
wnere
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'j, If Pj M 1
,wy ' - z’, if Pj = 1.
But y'-z' = (l*...*m), where m = deg (w), so wy'*z’ - w 
and X" (1* ...*pj^-l*w*p^+l* .. .*n) = x, a contradiction.
Hence x*y is free of precisely those blanks m>n-k, and Is 
Initialized of degree n-k.
Theorem 2,12: Every member of a monotectonic vocabulary
Is already Initialized.
Proof: Suppose x Is any expression of degree n In a
monotectonic vocabulary V, and x Is free of the l--th blank 
Then x = X"(l*...*n), and (x, (l),...,(n)) Is a factorization 
of X. But X = X'(l*...*l-l*x*l+l*...*n), hence 
(x, (1),.. . , (1-1), (x), (1+1),...J (n)) Is a second 
factorization of x, a contradiction.
From now on, by vocabulary we will mean Initialized 
vocabulary.
An element (j^^...*j^) of the blank-morphology Is 
called a permutation If = p(l), 1 = l,2,...,n, where p 
Is some permutation of the Integers l,2,...,n.
Theorem 2.13: Given two Initialized vocabularies W' and W
for a monotectonic morphology, for each morpheme W  and W 
there Is a unique morpheme w'In W and a permutation p such 
that w' = W'p. Thus a monotectonic morphology has essen­
tially one vocabulary, and all vocabularies In a monotec­
tonic morphology are monotectonic.
Proof: Let V be a monotectonic vocabulary for the morphology.
We will establish the result when W' = V, from which the 
theorem follows Immediately. Suppose v, of degree n, Is 
in V. Then v has a W-factorlzatlon P= (w, P^,...,F^).
Denote F^ *. . .%F^ by P. Then v = w«F. Similarly, for a 
V-factorIzation G = (v', G^,...,G^), w = v' • G, where 
deg.(v’) = k Hence we have v = v’*G*F
= v'•(1*...*k)"G'F.
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For i = lj2,...,k, let be the (unique) V-factorization 
of i'(G'F). Then h = (v’, ...,Hk) is a V-factorization of
v; and since (v, (l),...,(n)) is a V-factorization of v, we 
have n = k, v = v', and = i for i = 1,2,...,n. Since 
I'G'F = H^, we have G*F = (l*...»n).
Now in a monotectonic morphology, if, for some ex­
pression x,y, and some integer m, x-y = m, then x = n for 
some integer n, and n*y = m. For, suppose F = (v",F^,...,F^ ) 
is a factorization of x, where v" is a morpheme. Then
x-y = v"-(F^«...*F^)*y 
= v"'(F^"y*...*F^'y).
Let be the factorization of F^*y, for 1 j_i^k. Then 
(v", R^,...,R^) is a factorization of m, as in (m). Hence 
X is either closed or a blank; since x-y = m, x is not closed, 
so X is a blank.
Now it follows readily that G and F and permutations 
p~^ and p respectively and v = wp.
To establish the uniqueness of w, suppose v = w*-p' 
for some permutation p' and some w ' in W. Then
W'P = W''P'
—1 , , — 1
W'P'P = W''P'"P
W = w'•(p''P“^),
and w = w', by the minimality of a vocabulary.
Theorem 2.l4; If a morphology with vocabulary V is mono­
tectonic, then it is isomorphic to a Lukasiewicz morphology 
over V as a set of symbols. Conversely every morphology 
isomorphic to a Lukasiewicz morphology is monotectonic.
Proof: Let M be monotectonic with vocabulary V. Let 0 be
the map which makes correspond to each morpheme v in V of 
degree k the element VI...k of the linear morphology over the 
set of symbols S = {v|v e V). Let M’ be the Lukasiewicz sub­
morphology generated by the set 0(V). Extend 8 to M as 
follows: for a factorization F = (x, F^,...,Fj^), where
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F = y, define e(y) to be 0(x) • (g (F^)» .. . »0(Fj^ ) ). Since V 
is monotectonic, 0 is well-defined, and is easily seen to 
be an isomorphism onto M'.
To show-the converse, first we show a special property 
of phrases in a Lukasiewicz morphology. Define a partial 
order on the phrases in M', a Lukasiewicz morphology over 
the set of symbols S: x_<y if x = x^...x^, y = y^y..y^
for x^ and y^  in S UN, l<_i_<k, 1 j_j<r, and for 1 <_i_<k,
Xf = y^. (This makes r^k a necessary condition.)
The property is this: x£y if and only if x = y. We
prove the nontrivial part of this assertion by induction
on the length r of y. If r = 1, then y = y^ = x^ = x. 
Suppose the hypothesis is true for y of length no greater 
than r, and suppose the length of y is r+1.
Let F = (v, F^,...,F^) be a V-factorization of y, 
and let G = (w, G^,...,G^^) be a V-factorization of x . Then 
V = sl...n and w = tl...m for some s, t in S, and some non­
negative integers n, m. Hence, by the rules of composition, 
y^ = s and = t; since x<_y and the length of x is at least 
one, we have s = t; since v and w are both in V, we must
have V = w, and n = m.
If n = m = 0, then y = v = w = x. If n^l, then
y = (si...n).(P^s...»F^) = sF^...F^, and 
X  = (sl...n)'(G_*...*G^) = sG^.,.G^, and either 
^1-^1' either case, by the induction hypothesis,
Pp = G^, since the length of each is less than r+1. Now
suppose that for i<_j , P^ = G^. Then either or
G j +2 ' either case, Fj_^  ^= Gj+j* the length
of each is less than r+1. So for all J, Ij^ j^ n, Fj = G^ ;
hence y = x. This completes the proof of the property 
as claimed.
Now let X  be a phrase in M' with factorizations 
F = (v^,F^,...,Fy) and G = (V2jG^,...,G^). By an argument 
in the proof above, we have = Vg = (sl...r) for some s
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in S, r>_0, and r = m. Since x = SP^...F^ = SG^...G^,
either F^^G^ or G^ <_F^ ; since F^ and G^ are phrases,
Fi = G^ by the property established above. Suppose, for
i<_j, F^ = G^; then and Gy^^ are comparable, hence
equal. Then for all j, l£j<c, F. = G.. We now complete
1 J
the proof by induction on the depth of a factorization, 
defined as follows:
(1) If F = (v) for V in V, or F = (n) for a blank 
n , then F has depth zero.
(2) If ,P = (v, F^,...,F^), then depth (F) =
max {depth (F.)}+1. 
l<_j £n J
Suppose that max {depth (F), depth (G)} = 0. Then
(1) G = (s) for some s in V n S or (2) G = (n) for a blank
n. In case (1), x = s, hence F = (s) = G, since s clearly
has only one factorization; in case (2), again blanks
have only one factorization, so F = (n) = G .
Suppose that for max {depth (F), depth (G) }j_n, F = G,
and consider the case when max {depth (P), depth (G)} -
n+1. Then G = ((si . .r),G,,...,G ), where depth (G^)^n‘J
l£i_<r, and F = ( (si. . .r) ,F^,... ,F^), where depth (F^ )_<n, 
lj<i_<r, and F^ = G^, l_<i<r. Since for l£iin, max 
{depth (P^), depth (G^)} = n, and F^, G^ are two factori­
zations of F^ = G^, then by the induction hypothesis,
Fi= G^. Hence G = F and the proof is complete.
By an interpretation of a morphology A in a morphology 
B we mean a homomorphism of A into ,B, i.e., a mapping 0: 
A-yB: x->-x® which preserves operations:
TT® = u, x'® = X® , (x«y)® = x®*y®, and (x-y)® = x®»y®, 
for all X, y in A, We shall refer to the image of A in 
B also as the "interpretation of A" (under e) and will call 
A a formulation of its image. Thus to say that one mor­
phology can be formulated In another is to say that there 
is an interpretation mapping the latter onto the former.
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Theorem 2.15: Under any Interpretation of one morphology
in another, the blank-morphology of the first maps iso- 
morphically onto that of the other.
Proof : By Theorems 2.4 and 2.5, and the requirement that
IT® = TT (i.e., 0(1) = 1), any interpretation is either an 
isomorphism on the blank-morphology, or the constant map 
h^, for some natural number n. However, m  the latter
case, we have in the image morphology
0 ,0 ,
ïï =  ïï =  TT =  TT ,
Which contradicts the requirement that in a morphology,
TT ' M  IT .
It is easily shown that the dimension of an expression 
is always preserved under an interpretation, and the degree 
is never increased. Howeve^|HHHh^ee may decrease, as 
shown by the example w h 2 . l 6 .
A mapping of a s u b g y  into another
is conservative if it and does not
increase degree. A morj|B||BH^^HH^mgenerated by a 
vocabulary if every c o n s^^S Ê B H Ê U B B B K  of that vocabu­
lary can be extended to an^ffl||^W|^pK^on of the whole 
morphology. A morphology is free if it possesses a voca­
bulary by which it is freely generated.
Theorem 2.l6; The free morphologies are precisely those 
which are Isomorphic to Lukasiewicz morphologies. Hence 
a morphology is free if and only if it is monotectonic, 
Proof: Let M = (M,«, • , t t , ■') be freely generated by V,
Let M' be the Lukasiewicz morphology generated by the set 
0(V) constructed in the proof of Theorem 2.l4. Note that 0 
is conservative. Since M is free, 0 can be extended to a 
homomorphism 0: M-+ML We will show that 0 is an isomor­
phism. Clearly 0 is onto, since 0(V) is a vocabulary for 
ML Suppose 0(x) = 0(y) for some phrases x,y in M, x  ^y. 
Let n be the least non-negative integer such that there are 
X, y in M, x ^ y, 0(x) = 0(y), and there is a factorization
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Theorem 2.15; Under any interpretation of one morphology 
in another, the blank-morphology of the first maps iso- 
morphically cnto that of the other.
Proof; By Theorems 2.H and 2.5, and the requirement that 
ÏÏ® = ir (i.e., 0(1) = 1), any interpretation is either an 
isomorphism on the blank-morphology, or the constant map 
h^, for some natural number n. However, in the latter
case, we have in the image morphology
0 ,0 •
ÏÏ = ÏÏ =  TT ' =  ÏÏ ' ,
Which contradicts the requirement that in a morphology, 
i r '  ^  TT.
It is easily shown that the dimension of an expression 
is always preserved under an interpretation, and the degree 
is never increased. However, the degree may decrease, as 
shown by the example which follows Theorem 2.l6.
A mapping of a subset of one morphology into another 
is conservative if it preserves dimension and does not 
increase degree. A morphology is freely generated by a 
vocabulary if every conservative mapping of that vocabu­
lary can be extended to an interpretation of the whole 
morphology. A morphology is free if it possesses a voca­
bulary by which it is freely generated.
Theorem 2.16: The free morphologies are precisely those
which are isomorphic to Lukasiewicz morphologies. Hence 
a morphology is free if and only if it is monotectonic. 
Proof; Let M = (M,«, • , t t , O  be freely generated by V.
Let M’ be the Lukasiewicz morphology generated by the set 
0(V) constructed in the proof of Theorem 2.1Ü. Note that 0 
is conservative. Since M is free, 0 can be extended to a 
homomorphism 0: M+ML We will show that 0 is an isomor­
phism. Clearly 0 is onto, since e ( V )  is a vocabulary for 
MV Suppose 0(x) = 0(y) for some phrases x,y in M, x ^ y. 
Let n be the least non-negative integer such that there are 
X, y in M, x ^  y, 0(x) = 0(y), and there is a factorization
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F = (v^,F^,...,F^ ) of X and a factorization G = (v2,G^,...,G^) 
of y such that max {depth (F), depth (G)} = n. Suppose n = 0. 
Then depth (F) - depth (G) = 0; we have four cases:
1) F = (v^), G = (Vg) for some v^, e V
2) F = (v^), G = (n) for e V, n e N
3) F = (n), G = (Vg) for Vg E V, n e N
4) F = (n), G = (m) for n, m e N.
In case 1, x = v, y = v^; hence 0(v^) = GfVg); but by the
construction of G(v^), this Implies a contradiction.
Cases 2 and 3 are symmetric. In case 2, x = v^, y = n; 
hence 0(v.) = 0(n) = n, by Theorem 2.15, again a contradic­
tion of the construction. In case 4, Theorem 2.15 gives 
X = 0(x) = n, 0(y) = m = y, again a contradiction. So 
n / 0.
Suppose n>0. Then 0(x) = 0(v^)•(0(F^)»...*0(F^)) = 
0(v2)'(G(G.)*...*8((3 )). For l_<l<_m, let F^ be a 0(V)- 
factorlzatlon of G(F^), and for l^j <_r, let G I be a 0(V)- 
factorlzatlon of 0(Gj). Then F' = (g (v ^), F^,...,F^)
and G' = (Gfvg), G^,...,G^) are two factorizations of 
0(x). Since M ’ Is monotectonic, G(v^) = GCVg), m = r, 
and for lj_lj_m, F| = G| and F| = g(F^) = 0(G^) = G|.
Suppose F^  ^G^ ; but max {depth (Fh), depth (G^)}<n-1, 
contradicting the minimality of n. So F^ = G^. Also, by 
the construction of 0(V), we see that v^ = v^. Hence 
X = F = G = y, another contradiction. So there are no 
phrases x,y In M, x ^ y, such that 0(x) = 0(y). Now by 
applying Lemma 2.7, we see that 0 Is 1-1, and hence an 
Isomorphism.
If M Is a Lukasiewicz morphology, then It Is mono­
tectonic, by Theorem 2.l4. Let M' be any morphology, 0 
any conservative map on V such that 0(V) M ’. For 
blanks n In M, let 0(n) = n. For non-blank phrases x 
In M, extend 0 as follows: let (v,F^,...,F^ ) be the unique
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factorization of x. Then 0(x) = 0(v)•(0(P^)«...»0(P^)).
Por arbitrary expressions x = x^*...*x^ In M, where 
each x^ Is a phrase, let 0(x) = 0(x^)*0(x2)*...*0(x^).
This extension of 0 Is well-defined. Prom the construction 
of 0, we have Immediately that for all x, y In M, 0(x*y) = 
0(x)»0(y), and 0(1) = 1.
If X = x^*...*x^, where the x^ are phrases, then 
0(x') = 0(xj*...*x^), by Lemma 2.1,
= 0(xj^*...*0(x^), by the construction,
[0(x)]' = 0(x,)'*...*0(x^)'; hence 0(x') = 0(x)' for all x 
In M If and only If 0(y’) = 0(y)' for all phrases y In M.
Suppose there Is a phrase y In M such that 0(y') [0(y)]'.
Let n De the least Integer such that there Is a y, 0(y')
0(y)’ and the factorization P = (v, P^,...,P^) of y has depth
n. If n = 0, then (1) P = (v), y = v, where v Is closed or
(11) P = (n) for some blank n. In case (1), v' = (vl)' =
vl' = V. Hence 0(v) = 0(v'). Since 0 does not Increase
degree, deg (0(v)) = 0. Hence 0(v)’ = 0(v), giving a contra­
diction. In case (11), y' = n+1, 0(y) = n, 0(y) = n+1 = 0(y’), 
another contradiction. Suppose n>0. Then suppose deg (y) = s. 







= 0(v)'(0(P^)*...*0(P^)), by the minimality of n.
y ' = V ( P ^ * . ..*Py)'
= V  (F^*.. .sPp .
Let be a factorization of Fj, 1 j _ l ; then (v, G^,...,G^)
is a (hence the unique) factorization of y', and
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e(y’) = 0(v) • (0(Fj^)*.. .*0(Fp)
= 0(y)', a contradiction. Hence
g (x ’) = e(x)', for all X in M.
To show that e(x*y) = e(x)*0(y) for all x,y in M, it will
suffice to restrict x to phrases. If equality fails, let
n be the least integer such that there is a phrase x and
an element y in M, 0(x*y) 0(x)*0(y), and the factorization
F = (v, F^,...,F^) of X has depth n. If n = 0, (i) F = (v),
V e V, V closed, or (ii) F = (m), m e N. In case (i),
(x*y) = X ,  hence 0(x*y) = 0(x). Since 0 is conservative
on V, deg (e(x)) = 0, hence 0(x)*0(y) = 0(x) = 0(x-y),
a contradiction. In case (ii), suppose y = y^»...»y^,
for some integer k>0, where y^ are phrases, l^i^k. Then
x«y = y_, where m = m(mod k). 0(x-y) = 0(y_).
m m
0(x)'0(y) = m*[0(y)] = m'[8(y^)*...*0(y^)]
= 0(y_) 
m
= 0(x-y), a contradiction.
If n>0, 0(x*y) = 0[v'(F^*...*Fy)»y]
= 0[v*(F^-y»...»P^-y)];








by the minimality of n, = 0(v)•[0(F^)*...«0(F^)]•0(y)
= 0(x)'0(y), a contradiction.
Hence for all x,y in M, 0(x)*0(y) = e(x*y), and 0 is a 
homomorphism as required, and M is free.
Corollary 2.17: Every morphology is the interpretation of
some free morphology. Thus every morphology has a monotec­
tonic formulation.
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Proof ; Given a morphology M, with vocabulary V, let 
■S ='{V|V e V} be a set of distinct symbols. Let W = 
{vl...nldeg (v) = n}, and let M ’ be the Lukasiewicz 
morphology generated by W. The correspondence e(vl...n) = v 
gives a conservative map on W, and the theorem above extends 
0 to the desired homomorphism.
Por a morphology M, we will call the morphology M ’ 
of Corollary 2.17 the free morphology associated with M . 
Example 2.18: Now we can easily construct an example of
a homomorphism which decreases degree. Let M and N be the 
Lukasiewicz morphologies generated by V = {a, bl, cl2}, 
and W = {a, b, cl} respectively. Let e(a) = a, 0(bl) = b, 
e(cl2) = cl. Since M is free, 0 can be extended to a 
homomorphism which decreases the degree of bl and cl2.
Example 2.19: It is worth pointing out that it is necessary
to make the restriction on the vocabulary of Lukasiewicz 
morphologies that if al...n and bl...r are in V for n,r_>0, 
then a ^ b. For consider the linear morphology M generated 
by V = {sl2, slj al, a}. V is not monotectonic, since the 
expression "saa" has factorizations = (sl2, (a), (a)) 
and Fp = (si, G^) where G^  = (al, (a)). Since V is re­
duced, then by Theorem 2.13, if M is monotectonic, V must 
be; hence M is not monotectonic, not free, not Lukasiewicz. 
Example 2.20: This example shows that not every submorphology
of a free morphology is free. Let M be the free (Lukasiewicz) 
morphology generated by V= (sl2, al, b }. Let A be the 
submorphology generated by W = (sl2, salb, ab, b }. Note 
that W is a vocabulary, each of whose elements is in M.
But W is not monotectonic, for:
sabb = sl2"(ab*b)
= salb'b
Hence sabb has two factorizations, and M is not free.
CHAPTER III 
GRAMMATICAL SETS
Half-ring grammars. Let C, K, and S be symbols called 
composition, concatenation, and shift, respectively. Let A 
be a finite alphabet of symbols distinct from C, K, and S.
A contains a subset W of terminals ; the other elements are 
called variables. For any set B, we define T(B), the set of 
terms over B, as the least set T such that
(i) Be T.
(ii) If t E T, St E T.
(iii) If t, u E T, Ctu e T.
(iv) If t, u e T, Ktu e T.
(Juxtaposition here denotes Juxtaposition.) 
We are interested in subsets of T(A), generated in a way we 
explain next.
Some familiarity with context-free languages [71 will 
be assumed. However, for completeness a definition is 
included. The notation differs slightly from that in [?].
A context-free grammar is a 4-tuple G = (V,Z,P,o), 
where (i) V is a finite alphabet of variables.
(ii) E is a finite alphabet of terminals.
(iii) 0 e Z,
(iv) P is a finite colléction of ordered pairs
called rewriting rules (also called pro­
ductions) of the form a->3, where a e V and 
B E (VUE)%.
[Definition: For any set of symbols B, the Kleene closure
of B, denoted by B*, is defined as follows: B° = {e},
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where e denotes the empty string of symbols; = B; for 
n>l, b '^ = = {xyjx e B, y e Then B* =
■f*
When we wish to exclude the empty string, we wri.te B =
We define the relations and for x,y in (VUE)* 
as follows :
(1) x-i-y if X  = uav, y = ugv, and a+6 e P, for 
some u,v e (VUE)*.
(2) X=^y if there is a finite (possibly empty) 
sequence x = XQ,x^,...,x^ = y such that for 0<_i<_k-l,
*i^*i+l'
Then the context-free language generated by G is 
defined as the collection of strings L(G) = {x in E*|os>x}.
If, for any strings of symbols x and y of variables in 
V and terminals in E, we have x«^  y, then we say that x 
yields y. Any sequence x = Xq ,x^,...,x^ = y satisfying
(2) is. called a derivation of y from x. If Xg = o, then 
we will often call the sequence simply a derivation of y. 
The integer k is the length of the derivation. A leftmost 
derivation is a sequence satisfying (2), with the added 
property that x^+x^^^ by the application of a production 
to the leftmost variable appearing in x^, for l_<i_<k-l.
It is well-known that, in any context-free language, if x 
yields y, then x yields y by a leftmost derivation. Hence 
proofs will often consider only leftmost derivations. 
Suppose that
--- = y
is a leftmost derivation, where the p^  represent the pro­
ductions applied at eadn step. Then suppose that for some 
x^, some where j_>0, x^ = uav, where a is the leftmost
terminal in x^ and
X .  = uav — ❖ uz.v — -$ uZnV_>..  uz.v = x. ...
1 Pl+l 1 P l+2 2 Pi+j 1 1+J
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Then we will call the derivation
a subderivation of (*). We remark that (**) is also a 
leftmost derivation.
A half-ring grammar 3 is a context-free grammar 
satisfying, for some finite alphabet A, where WcA,
(i) E = W u{C,K,8}.
(ii) V = ANW.
(iii) for each production ot+B in P, 3 e T(A). 
Prom now on, grammar will mean half-ring grammar, and
since the symbols C,K,S always appear in E, we will denote
G by the 4-tuple (V,W,P,a), where it is understood that
W L/{C,K,S} = E. We will call L(G), where G is a half-ring
grammar, a recognizable set. A string in G will be any
finite sequence (represented by juxtaposition) of elements
in VuWu(C,K,S}. A terminal string will consist only of
elements in WU {C,K,S}.
The generic algebra Ù .  Por any positive integer n,
let W^ = {w^,...,w^} be a collection of distinct symbols.
Let J = T(W ). Then O' = (J ,C,K,S) is the generic alge- 
n n ffïL n
bra on n symbols, where C,K are binary operations and S 
is a unary operation, defined by
for t^, tg E C(t^,tg) = Ct^tg
K(t^,tg) = Kt^tg
S(t^) = St^.
This is the algebra, unique up to isomorphism, of Which 
every algebra of the same species and generated by a copy 
of is a homomorphic image. Where no confusion will 
result, we will not differentiate between the symbols for 
the operations C,K,S and the symbols G,K,S. Note that if 
W^ is the collection of terminals for a graimnar G, then 
L(G)c
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Grammatical sets. Now let M be a morphology, and let 
B = n>0, be an ordered collection of phrases
In M. Let be the one to one correspondence between
and B, such that n(w\) = b^, for l^l^n. Let be
the (unique) homomorphic extension of fi such that
(I) n(w^) = ii(w^), l^lin.
(II) n(Ct^t2) = n(t^)*n(t2), for all t^^tg e J^ ,
(III) n(Kt^t^) = n(t^)*n(t2), for all t^^t^ e J
(Iv) n(St) = n(t)', for all t e J^ .
Then given any grammar G, the Image of L(G) under
(denoted nL(G)) will be called the grammatical set (g-set) 
generated by G In the pair (M,B).
An alternative formulation. The use of the term 
"recognizable set" Is motivated by a paper by Mezel and 
Wright [1967]. They define a recognizable set In as 
the union of congruence classes of some finite congruence R 
on As a special case of their main result, we have the
Important fact that the sets L(G), where G Is a morphology 
grammar whose set of terminals W has cardinality n, are 
precisely these recognizable subsets of J^ . We will use 
this fact repeatedly.
It will often be convenient to use, rather than a
congruence relation R Itself, a collection R = of
sets which are the congruence classes determined by R. We




(2) C^n Cj = (j), for l<l<j<r,
(3) for all 1, there Is a j, such that for all x 
in G ., Sx G C..
1 J
(4) for ail pairs (l,j), lj_lj_r, l^j^r, there Is 
a k such that for all x e 0^ , for all y e C^, Cxy e C^ .
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(5) for all pairs l_<l_<r, lj_jj_r, there is
a k such that for all x e C^, for all y e Cj, Kxy e C^ .
The congruence relation associated with R is, of 
course, defined by: xRy if and only if there is an i,
l<i<r, such that x e C. and y e C..
—  —  1 1
As an immediate consequence of this equivalence, we 
know that our recognizable sets in J are closed under 
finite intersection, finite union, and complementation with 
respect to J^ .
Again as a special case of Mezei and Wright's results,
every non-empty g-set can be generated by a grammar G =
(V,W^,P,o) satisfying:
(1) If a->3 is in P, o / o, then 0 has the form
(i) Wj, l^Jin 
or (ii) Cyg, Y, 6 e V
or (iii) Kyô, y, 6 e V
or (iv) Sy, y e V.
(2) If a E V, there is an x e T(W^) such that 
a:^x. A grammar with this property is called 
reduced.
(3) Suppose L(G) = ^i» some k_<r, where
R = {G^,...,C^} rs~a congruence on Then
V = {a^,a2,...,a^,o}, where, for 1 j_i<_r,
C. = {x in T(W)|o_=&x}, and o appears in 
precisely the productions o+a., 1<_i^ k.
j ^
Such a grammar will be said to be in best form.
Notational conventions. We fix some notation, in order to 
avoid repeated qualification. Â will denote a g-set in a 
pair (M,B). Without explicit mention, we will associate 
with j a recognisable set L(G), where G = (V,W^,P,o), as 
well as a congruence R = {C^,...,C^} such that J= n(L(G)) =
'^ l^_<i<k
All symbols will be subscripted and superscripted as
1 1necessary, for example R^ = {C^y...,C^} and G^ = (V^,W ,P^,a^).
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If A = {A^,...,Ay} and B = are collections
of sets, then we denote by Aa B the collection {A.p B,|l^i<r, 
l<.j_<n}.
If A is a finite set, |A| denotes the cardinality of A. 
In a morphology ( M , w e  will denote w by 1,
■n' by 2, etc.
Lemma 3.1: If ^ is a g-set in (M,A), and B is an ordered
set containing precisely the elements of A, t h e n  J is a 
g-sct in (M,B).
Proof: Let $:W ->W be the one-to-one correspondence such
  n n
that for all w^ in W^, $(w^) is that element w^ such that
a, = b,. Let dirJ -^J be the unique homomorohism determined 
i j n n -
by (j). In fact, (ji is an isomorphism. Let R = {C^,...,C^} 
be the congruence associated with . Then define the 
partition R' = {D^,...,D^} by: x e if and only if
X = é(y) and y e C^ . Then R' is a finite congruence on J^,
and if i= C^), then i= D^).
We will henceforth, with this lemma as justification, 
assume any convenient ordering of a set A over which a 
grammar is generated. The next lemma allows us the addi­
tional liberty of embedding A in a larger set.
Lemma 3.2: If ^ is a g-set in (M,B) and Br;D, where D is
a finite set of phrases in M, then /  i s  a g-set in (M,D). 
Proof: Let i C^ ) , where R = {C^,...,C^} is a
congruence on J^, and~B = {b^,b2,...,b^}. Suppose D has 
m elements. By Lemma 3.1, we may assume without loss of 
generality that D = {b^^b2,...,b^,d^^^,...,d^}. Define a 
partition R’ = {[^,...,0^,0^+^} of J^, where 0^+^ =
J y C.}. It is easy to see that R* is a congruence
rn _L 1  ^  r  j.
on J , when we notice that C ,. consists precisely of thosem’ r+1
terms which contain at least one symbol w^, for i>n. Then 
since J =  '^ i^<^ <ic , J is a g- set in (M,D).
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Theorem 3.3: If is a g-set in (M,C) then is a
g-set in (M,B uC).
Proof: By Lemma 3.2, both and are g-sets in (M,B uC).
Suppose |B uC| = n, and C^), where =
1 ( 1 <^ y<k2 Gj), where = {C^,... },
and R^ and R^  are congruences on J^. Then let R^ = R^^Rgi 
R^ is a finite congruence on J^.
Let =
U u
l<i<k, T g l<i<r, -I o
- - i [Cin c!] u - - " [c^n c?]
l<J<r2  ^  ^ lljfkg  ^ ‘5
Then J 2 is a g-set in (M,B(jC), and
'^ 3 ^ ^i^ ^ A
In other words, the collection of g-sets in a morphology 
M is closed under union.
Por any sets A, B in a morphology M, we make the following 
definitions :
(1) The composition of A and B is the set
CAB = {x*y|x £ A, y e B}.
(2) The concatenation of A and B is the set
KAB = {x*y|x. £ A, 'y e  B}.
(3) The shift of A is the set
SA = {x'1X £ A}.
Theorem 3.4: The collection of g-sets in a morphology M
is closed under composition, concatenation, and shift.
Proof: Let and ^  be g-sets in M. By Lemma 3.2, we may
assume that each is a g-set in (M,B), for some B = {b^,...,b^}, 
with associated congruences R^,R2 on .J^. We define a par­
tition A = {A^,A2,Ag,A^} of J^, where
A^ = {Cxy|x, y £
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Ag =.{Kxy|x, y e J^}
Ag = {Sx|x e
Then h  = l<l<r^ where = {Cxy|x e C^, y e Cj)
l<j<r2
*2 “ Glj' "here ^IJ = e 0 ,^ y e C^)
A = P^, where = {Sxjx e S.^ }.
—  —  1
Define by;
= {D^j|l<i<r^, IfJirglu {Ag.Ag.A^}. R^ is a congruence







Define R^  ^by:








Rc = {Fj_llliir’i>u {A^jAgjA^}. R^ is a congruence on J^ ,
and
"h<i<k, B-set
—  —  1
1"
The next lemma is used repeatedly in the proofs of 
Chapter 4. It is a slight variant of an exercise in [7].
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The proof is straightforward and is omitted.
Lemma 3.5: Suppose, for a grammar G, for strings x,y in G,
X yields y by a leftmost derivation
{ * )  X = ..+z^ = y.
Then: (1) if x = Cab for some strings a,b, then y = Ode
for strings d,e, such that a yields d and b yields e, each
by a subderivation of (*).
(2) if X = Kab for some strings a,b, then y = Kde
for strings d,e, such that a yields d and b yields e, each 
by a subderivation of (*).
(3) if X = Sa for some string a, then y = Sd for some 
string d, such that a yields d by a subderivation of (*).
For a set A in a morphology M, we define the set T(A)
of terms over A in M as the least set T c M such that
(1) AcT.
(2) If t^ytg e T, then t^ytg e T.
(3) If t^ytg e T, then t^atg e T.
(4) If t^ E T, then t^ e T.
Theorem 3.6: If is a g-set in (M,B), then the collec­
tion T(i^) of terms over is a g-set in (M,B).
Proof: It suffices to show that if L(G) is a recognizable
set in J^, then so is T(L(G)). Let G = (V,W^,P,a) be in
best form. Let G' = (V,W^,P*,o), where
P' = PUto^CoG, G->KaG, G-»-Sa}.
We will show that L(G') = T(L(G)).
To show that T(L(G))cL(G’), we show that L(G’) 
satisfies conditions 1 through 4 above.
(1) L(G)cL(G'), since PcP*.
(2) If t^^tg E L(G'), then G^t^, G^tg. Hence
by applying the production G+Coo, we have 
a-»-CGa^Ct^tg, so Ct^tg e L(G’).
(3) Similarly, if t^^tg e L(G'), then we have
G-^KGGs^Kt^tg, so Kt^tg E  L(G').
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(4) And again, if t e L(G'), then a=^t and we
have the derivation a->-Sasî^ St, so St e L(G’).
Next we show that L(G* ) cT(L(G) ). Suppose there is 
an X e L(G') which is not in T(L(G)). The proof is by 
induction on m, where m is the least integer such that 
there is such an x, and x has a derivation of length m.
Suppose m = 1. Then the derivation is a->w^  = x for some j, 
l_<j_<n, and some production in P, since otherwise x contains 
nonterminals and is not in L(G'). Hence x e L(G) cT(L(G)), 
a contradiction. Suppose m>l. Then we have a derivation,
1 2  3 m
where the are productions in P’. Since G is in best 
form, either
(1) e P, in which case = o+a for some a ^ o,
or (2) TT^ / P, in which case ir^ = a->-Caa, a->Kaa, or
a->S0.
In case 1, because of the form of G, (in particular, a 
does not appear on the right hand side of any production),
no production not in P can be applied, and x is in L(G), a
contradiction.
So case (2) must hold. If v, = a-^Gaa, then by Lemma 3.5, 
; 1
X = Cy^yg, where a yields y^ and a yields y^  by subderiva­
tions of (*). Each of these subderivations has length no 
greater than m-1. By the induction hypothesis, y^ and 
are in T(L(G)). Hence by property (4) of T, Cy.yg is in 
T(L(G)), a contradiction. An analogous argument holds if 
= a-»-Kaa or a-^ Sa. Hence we have a contradiction, and no 
such m can exist. Therefore L(G’) cT(L(G)). This completes 
the proof.
Next we show that the morphology homomorphic image of 
a g-set is a g-set.
Theorem 3.7: For any morphologies M,, M„, if A  is a g-set
in (M^jB^) and hzM^^Mg is a homomorphism, then h(#^) is a
g-set in (Mg: h(B^)).
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Proof: Note that since h preserves dimension, h(B^) is a
finite set of phrases in Suppose |B^ | = n, h(B^) = m.
Let = {C^,...,Cp} be the associated congruence on J^,
^1 ^^l_<kk h(B^) = {c^,...,c^}, = {z^,...,z^};
the homomorphism such that n'(z^) = c^, l_<i^ m;
let ' f ' * b e  the (unique) homomorphic extension of the
mapping such that, for w. e W , lj_j_<n, =n m  J n **“ j
h(Wj). For lfk_<r, denote iJj(Cj^) by D^. Let Eq =
{x in J^|x / ÿ(J^)}. For each non-empty subset I of 
{l,2,...,r}, let Ej = {x in J^|x is in precisely the sets 
for i e I}. Then = {E^ly {E^|l {1,2,. .. ,r}},
is clearly a partition of J^. To show it is a congruence:
(1) Suppose X e Eq and y e E^ for some I =
{n^,...,n^}. Then Cxy e Eq J if not, there is a z. =
Cz^Zg in such that t|)(z) = Cxy, ^(z^) = x and \li(z^) = y.
But then x Eq , a contradiction. A similar argument shows
that Cyx, Kxy, Kyx, and Sx are in E q .
(2) If X e.En and y e  E„, again Cxy, Cyx, Kxy, Kyx,
, V V
and Sx are in Eq by the same argument.
(3) Suppose X E E^, j e  Ej. Then we claim that 
Cxy E Eg, where H is determined as follows: for 1 j n , 
n E H if and only if there is an i e  I and a j e  J, such
that for all t e C., for all u e C^, Ctu e C^ . Note that
Cxy E Eq is not possible, since x and y are in h(J^).
Suppose n E H. Then x e \j)(C^ ), y e 4^Cj) and Cxy e tJ^ (C^ ). 
Suppose Cxy e ^(C^). Then there are elements z^^Zg in 
such that Cxy - ^^CZnZ.), x = tp(z^ ), y = ip(z^ ). Suppose
z^ E C^ , Zg E Cji then i e I, j e J, and n e H. So Rg is
a finite, congruence on J^ .
Let Jg = n"(j ^  2 H k}^I^ ' *^ 2 then a g-set in
(M2,h(B^)). To see that hn = it suffices to note that
for w^ e W^, hn(w^) = n'^(w^) by the definition of 41. Also, 





^  1 % . .  .,k ^1^
htS^) = hn(i<i<k C^ )
= %'*(l<l<k Cl)
c  iV^,.. .,k 0%)
2"
Given a recognizable set L(G) in J^, a substitution
t(L(G)) is defined as follows: To each Wj in W^, correspond
a recognizable set L.. t is a set map which corresponds
J
to each term t in L(G) the collection of terms in J formedn
by making all possible substitutions of occurrences of terms 
Wj by terms in L^ . Then t(L(G)) =  ^ &
well-known result in context-free languages that recognizable 
sets are closed under substitution.
A morphology M is finitely generated if it has a finite 
vocabulary V. In the remainder of the paper, by a morphology 
we will mean a locally finite, finitely generated morphology, 
and by a vocabulary, a finite, initialized vocabulary, unless 
specifically stated otherwise.
Suppose we want to discuss, for a fixed morphology M, 
all g-sets in (M,A) for all finite collections of phrases A. 
The next lemma allows us to restrict attention to g-sets in 
(M, VlKl}), where V is a vocabulary for M. In what follows, 
we make a fixed ordering of VU{1), as follows: VU {1} =
{v^,Vp,...,v^ ^,1}, so that the associated homomorphism 
n:& is specified by: n(w^) = v^, l_<i_<n-l
n(w^) = 1.
Lemma 3.8: If M is a morphology with vocabulary V, and I
is a g-set in then i is a g-set in (M, V V{1}).
Proof; Since V is a vocabulary, the map n:0/-»-M is onto.ÿ n
Hence for each b e B there is a term t in such that 
n(t) = b. Suppose B has m elements, and A= n(L(G)), where 
G = (U,¥^,P,a) is a grammar in best form on J^ .
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Define a grammar G' = (U,W^,P',o), where P' contains
(1) all productions in P except those of the form , 
l<j<m.
(2) For each production in P of the form a->Wj j where 
n(w.) = b, the production a+t, where n(t) = b.
Let = n(L(G)). It is easily seen that J  = S ' .
Theorem 3-9: Let M be a morphology with vocabulary V.
Then every submorphology M' of M is a g-set in (M, VU {1}). 
Proof: Let V' = {u^,...,u^ be a vocabulary for M'.
Then let be the homomorphism such that n(w^) = u^,
l^ i_<n-l, and n(w^) = 1. Then R = {J^} is a congruence on 
J^5 and n(Jj^ ) =S M'. Hence M' is a g-set in (M, V  U{i}).
The theorem then follows from Lemma 3.8.
Theorem 3.10: Let M be a morphology, with vocabulary V.
Every g-set / in (M, VU{1}) is the homomorphic image of a 
g-set in a free morphology M.
Proof: Let M', with vocabulary V ’, be the free morphology
associated with (M,V) constructed in the proof of Corollary 
2.17, and let 0:M'->M be the homomorphism of that corollary. 
Note that there is a one to one correspondence under 0 
between elements of V’ and V, and 0(1) = 1. Associated 
with /  is the congruence R = {C^,...,C^} on (where
V has n-1 elements), and the map n:^  determined by
n(w.) = V., l<i<n-l and n(w ) = 1. All we need to do is 1 1 — — n
define n'.'J -+M' as the (unique) homomorphism such that 
n'(w^) = 0" (v.) nV, for l_<i_<n-l, which is precisely one 
element since 0 is 1-1 on V ’; and n'(w ) = 1. ThenJ*' = 
n'(i<ü<s C. ) is a g-set in M', which is free, and ©(/’) = J ,  
by the~construction.
Examples. Let us now look at some examples of the generation 
of grammatical sets.
Example 3.11: Let M be the linear morphology generated by
A = {(alb), (ab)}. Let G = (V/Wg,?,^) be a grammar gen­
erating L(G) in Jp, where n(w^) = (alb), n(Wg) = (ab),
V = {a}, and P contains the productions
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o^ -Cw^ o 
o+w.
Then L(G) consists of strings of the form
Cw^Cw^..,Cw^w^5 for n>0,
and (L(G)) is the collection of elements in M
(alb)'(alb)"...'(alb)"(ah) = aa...a bb...b, for n>0
n n+1 n+1
Hence we have generated the context-free language 
{a’^b” 1 n_> 1}, as a g-set in (M,A).
Prom now on, when no confusion will arise, we will 
substitute for the symbols w^ e in the productions of 
a grammar G, the expressions n(w^) of M.
Example 3.12: = {a"t^c^|n>0}. This language is well-
known to be context-sensitive, but not context-free. Let 
M be the linear morphology generated by A = {(alb^ c3_),
(al), (b2), (c3), (a), (b), (c)}. Let G = (V,W^,P,o) 




Then L(G) consists of strings
C(alb2c3)CKK(al)(b2)(c3)CKK(al)(b2)(c3)...CKK(al)(b2)(c3)KK(a)(b)(c)
for n_>0, and = n(L(G)) = {a b c |n>0}, is a g-set in (M,A)
2 2 1 4
Example 3.13: = {aba b, aba ba ba b,...}, also known not
to be context-free. Let M be the linear morphology gen­
erated by A = {(aba^b), (2_albaalb), (aal), ( aa), ( abaab)}. 
Define G = (V,W^,P,a) on by: V = {o ,y }, P contains
2
(1) a->aba b
(2) a-^ C(2_albaalb) Y
(3) a-^ CK(aal) (2albaalb) Y
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(4) Y^K(aa)(abaab).
Then n(L(G)) = d, a g-set in (M,A).
Example 3.14: Let M be any morphology, with blanks denoted
by 1,2,.... Let A = {1}. Let G = (V,W^,P,o) be the grammar 
on defined by: V = {a}, P contains:
(1) a^ KlSo-
(2) 0^ 1.
Then L(G) contains all strings of the form KISKISKIS...KlSl, 
andT)(L(G)) = $ = -t 1,l*2_,l»2_*3.j •. • 3 •
Example 3.15: j = {a^|n>l}. Let M be the linear morphology
generated by A = {(ap,(a)}. Let G = (VjW^jP^o), where
V - {a,a} and P contains:
(1) o+C(al)o
(2) a->-(a).
Example 3.16: J = ((1), (11^, (111),..,}. Let M be
generated by A = {(1), (12)}. Let G = (V,W2,P,o), where





Example 3>17: / =  {a^|q not prime}. Let = {a’^|n>l},
which is generated as in Example 3.15, except that pro­
duction (3) is eliminated. Let = {(1A),(111),...}, 
which is generated as in Example 3.16 except that pro­
duction (4) is eliminated. Then ~ {a™jm, n>l} =
and the proof of Theorem 3*7 provides a way of getting the 
necessary recognizable set.
Example 3.18; j = I (1), (12), (123),...}. Let M be the 
linear morphology generated by A = {(1), (12)}. Let 






Regularity. We would like to define a collection of par­
ticularly well-behaved g-sets in a morphology M, which we 
will call regular. In the case of phrase structure lan­
guages, the good behavior of regular sets is a consequence
of the fact that they represent the union of congruence
classes of a finite congruence on the free monoid (under 
juxtaposition) generated by the set of terminals. We will 
use a closely related idea. Suppose M is finitely gen­
erated, with vocabulary V = {v^,...,v^_^} and we consider 
J^ , with associated homomorphism defined by, for w^ e W^,
n(w\) = v^ , lj_ij.n-l
n(w^) = 1.
Then is clearly onto. For a g-set S in (M, VU{1}),
S is the union of congruence classes of a finite congruence
on M if and only if is a recognizable set in J^ . It
will be fruitful to choose certain recognizable subsets A
of J^, and define a notion of A-regularity as follows:
Let M be a morphology with vocabulary V = {v-,,...,v._L n—-L
and J^, n as above. Let A be a recognizable set in 
Then a g-set in (M, V U {1}) is A-regular if
(1) S c n(A)
(2) DA is a recognizable set in J^ . Then we
have :
Theorem 3-19: Let L be the collection, of A-regular g-sets
in (M, V U {1}). Then L is closed under finite intersection. 
Proof: Let and be such g-sets. Then
tn"^(sp riA] nCn'ls^) nA] = nn'ls^)] nA
= nSj) HA
is recognizable, since it is the intersection of recognizable 
sets. Now n[n” (^ D S^ ) HA] H Sg H n( A) = H 8^, since 
8^ c ( A) and Suppose that x e S. . Then x e n(A),
Hence there is a y in A such that n(y) = x. Since 
y E nSg), y e (n"^(S^ ns^) flA, and x e n^]
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Hence 8 n S g C n [ n " ^ ( S ^ n S g ) n A ] ;  so = n [ n " ^ ( S ^ n S g ) n A ] ;
hence is an A-regular g-set in (M, VU {1}). The theorem 
follows easily by induction.
Theorem 3.20: Let L be the collection of A-regular g-sets
in (M, V U {1}). Then L is closed under finite union.
Proof: Let 8^ and 8g be such sets, U is a g-set by
Theorem 3.3. 8^  Ug^ Cn(A), since S^cn(A) and S^CnfA). To
see that 8^ U 8^  satisfies property (2),
USg) nA = [n'^ (Sj^ ) Un'^tSj)] H a
= [n‘^(S^) OA] ULn'tsp "A],
which is recognizable since recognizable sets are closed 
under finite union. The theorem then follows easily by 
induction.
Theorem 3.21: If S-^ and are g-sets in (M, ¥^{1})^
8 is Y-regular, and 8^ = n(A), for some recognizable subset
A of then 8 A 8 is a g-set in (M, V U {1}).
1 ^ «.1
Proof: Since is Y-regular, 8^ = nCn (8^ ) AY], and
n~^(S^) AY is recognizable. Hence n~^(S^) A Y  A A is
recognizable. Then
8^ = n[n"^(S^) A Y  A A] c8^ An(Y) An(A)
= 8^ A Sg«
If X e 8 AS  , then there is a y e A such that x - n(y).
—  1
8ince A cY, n(y) e Y. 8ince n(y) e 8 , y c n (S^). Hence
y E A Y A A ,  and x e n[n"^(S^) A Y A A ] .  80 S^A S g C S _ ;
hence A 8^ = S^ , and is a g-set since is.
Theorem 3 . 2 2 : If 8 is a Y-regular g-set in (M,B) for any
recognizable set Y in then n(Y)\S is a Y-regular g-set 
in (M,B).
Proof: 8ince recognizable sets are closed under intersection
and complementation, X = [J^\(n ^(S)A y)] Ay yg recognizable.
We claim that n(X) = n(Y)\S. if y is in n(X), there is a 
t in X such that n(t) = y. 8ince t is in Y, y = n(t) is in 
n(Y). Suppose y is in S; then t is in n ^(S) A Y and hence
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not in X, a contradiction. Hence y is not in S, so y is 
in n(Y)\8, and we conclude that n(X) cn(Y)sS. On the other 
hand, if y is in n(Y)\S, then y = n(t) for some t in Y, 
if t is in n~^(S) fiY, then n(t) = y is in S, a contradiction; 
hence t is in HY), so t is in X and y is in n(X).
Hence n(Y>S cn(X), and n(Y)\S = n(X), as claimed.
To show that n(Y)\S is Y-regular, first it is obvious 
that n(Y)sS Cn(Y). Now
n"^[(ri(Y)\S)] flY = n“^[n(X)] H y .
Suppose t is in n~^(n(X)) Hy, and t is not in X. Then 
t is not in J \(n"^(S) *^ Y). Hence t is in n ^(S)\Y; but 
then n(t) is in S, which is not possible since
rin~^ [n(X) n Y] = n(X) = n(Y)\S, 
a contradiction. Hence t must be in X, and n ^(n(X)) H Y c X. 
Since X CY, and XCn"^n(X), we have XCn"^[n(X)] H y . So 
X = n [n(Y)'*^S] flY, and since X is recognizable, n(Y)\g 
is Y-regular.
Factorizations. Let M, V, n be as in the previous 
section. We define recursively a recognizable set (or 
simply F, where V is understood) in d , called the V- 
factorizations (or factorizations) of M in F will be




(3) For l_<i£n-l, if deg (n(wu)) = r>l and t^,...,t^ 
are in F, then Cw^ . .. t^ is in F.
r-1
(4) For l_<i_<n-l, if deg (n(w.)) = 1, and t is in F, 
then Cw^t is in F.
We remark that n(F) is precisely the collection of phrases 
in M, since there is a natural correspondence between the 
V-factorizations in and those defined earlier; namely.
4 il
for a phrase x in M, with V-factorization G = (v^,G^,...,G^),
there is a term t = Cv^KK.„cKt^t^•c.t^ in P such that n(t) = x
and n(t.) = G., l<j<r.
J J ---
Theorem 3.23: The collection of V-factorizations of M in
^  is a recognizable set.
Proof: Let R contain the following sets:
(1) B. = {w.}j for l<i<n-l.
1 1 —  —
(2) %  1^ 2.0}
k
(3) For l£i_<n-l,
{CwuKK.^.Kt^tg. . .t^ l t e P}j if degree n(w\) = r>l
r-1
jCw^t 11 e P}, if degree (n(wn)) = 1.
(4) Let s = max {deg ( n(w^) ) | l_<i_<n-l}. Then for 2<j^s,
D. = {KK...Kt,t„..ot. 11-,t„3...jt. e F}, 
t) X c  J X c  J
(5) E = h) Dj)]'
It is easy to see that R is a partition o f a n d  that P =
[n V  B. ] U [. , G. ]. We need only ascertain that Rl_<i_<n 1 l_<i_<n-l i "
is a congruence. The tables below show the results of appli­
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We will examine the P-regular g-sets in more detail in Chapter 
4, when we consider g-sets in linear morphologies, 
Concatenative depth. For terms in we define concatenative
depth (K-depth) recursively as follows:
(i) K-depth = 1 for w^ e W .
(ii) For t^ytg E K-depth (Ct^,tg) = max {K-depth (t^^, 
K-depth (tg)}
(iii) For t^^tg e J^, K-depth (Kt^^t^) = max (K-depth (t^),n l'"2' 1'
Proof: For l<i, j<_n, let C(i,j) = {t I n K - d e p t h  (t) = i,
dim n(t) = j }. Let D = {t in Q|K-depth (t)>n). Then R =
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K-depth (tp), dim nCKt^tp)}.
(iv) For t e J^, K-depth (St) = K-depth (t).
A subset B of ^  has finite K-depth r if r is the least 
Integer such that each element of B has K-depth no greater 
than r. If no such r exists, then B has infinite K-depth. 
Theorem 3.24: For any integer n^l, the collection of terms
t in O' such that K-depth (t) = n is a recognizable set in
h -
:  n  i .  i n .   ( i . i   i  in U ^ ,
K-dep
{C(i,j)|l<i, j_<n}U{D} is a partition of To show that
R is a congruence on
(1) If X £ C(i,j), y £ C(k,p), then Cxy e C(m,j) where 
m = max {i,k}.
(2) If X £ C(i,j), Sx £ C(i,j).
(3) If X £ C(i,j), y £ C(k,p), then
(1) if j+p_<n, Kxy e C(m,j+p), where m = max {l,k,j+p}
(2) if j+p>n, Kxy e D.
Corollary 3.23: -Let D = {n_,...,n^} be a finite collection 
of integers. Then J = {t e ^ ^|K-depth (t) e D} is a 
recognizable set in
Proof: Recognizable sets are closed under union.
We will need the notion of K-depth, as well as that 
of the dimension and degree of a set in Chapter 4.
A subset B of a morphology M will be called r-dimensional 
if r is the least integer such that each element in B has 
dimension at most r. A set C in 1 is r-dimensional if r 
is the least integer such that, for each element x in C,
the dimension of n(x) is no greater than r. (Note that the
definition is unambiguous, since, for all the homomorphisms 
which we use, the dimension of n(x) is the same.)
In each case, if no such r exists, the set is infinite-
dimensional.
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Analogously, a subset B of a morphology M (respectively,
the a l g e b r a h a s  degree r if r is the least integer such
that the degree of x (respectively n(x)) is no greater than 
r for all x in B. Otherwise, B has infinite degree.
Ambiguity. We want to consider two kinds of ambiguity which
can arise in the generation of a grammatical set; the first, 
which is analogous to the ambiguity arising in phrase struc­
ture languages, and is related to the properties of the 
recognizable sets, we will call structural ambiguity; the 
second, which has to do with the properties of the par­
ticular morphology we are dealing with, we will call 
morphological ambiguity.
Let M be a morphology with vocabulary V = {v^,...,v^_^}, 
and let M' be its associated free morphology with vocabulary 
V* = {v^,...,v^ and onto homomorphism 0: M'^M such that
S(v!) = V. for l<i<n-l. We will need the following fact.
1 1 —  —
Theorem 3.26: If n:d is a homomorphism, then there are1.26: r)  
lisms a:Q ->M'homomorphis and 0;M'+M such that 0a = n.
Proof: Let 0 be the homomorphism of Corollary 2.17. Let
a be the homomorphism determined by: for w in W^, let a(w)
be that element of the vocabulary V’ of M* such that 
0a(w) = n(w) in the vocabulary V of M. Then it is easy to 
see that 0 and a are the required maps.
We will consider only g-sets over (M, V U{1}), where 
V = {v^,...,v^ is a fixed ordering of V; consider 
homomorphic images of recognizable sets in where 
n :^->M is determined by n(w^) = v^, l_<i_<n-l and n(w^) = 1.
Now suppose A is a recognizable set in We will
call A structurally unambiguous under n if the map 
is one to one on A. Otherwise A is structurally ambiguous 
under n. A g-set i  in (M, V U {!}) is structurally un­
ambiguous if there exist a structurally unambiguous recog­
nizable set A in such that J = n(A). Otherwise, 
is structurally ambiguous.
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A g-set In M will be called morphologically unam­
biguous if / = 0(/')j for some g-set /' in (M', V  U{1}). 
Otherwise, /  is morphologically ambiguous.
Theorem 3.27: If / is a g-set in a free morphology M,
then S  is morphologically unambiguous.
Proof; If M is free, then by Theorem 2.l6, the map 
0: is an isomorphism. By Theorem 3.10, J =  Q{J')
for some g-set J' in M, and 0 is one to one on i'.
Theorem 3.28: If j is an P-regular g-set in (M, Y \ j [ l } ) ,
where M is any morphology with vocabulary V and F is the 
collection of V-factorizations of M i n t h e n  ^  is struc­
turally unambiguous.
Proof: Since J  is P-regular, /= n[n HP] =
0a[n~^(J) n F], where n F is recognizable. We note
that a is one to one on F; for M' is free with reduced 
vocabulary V'; hence each phrase in M’ has precisely one 
V'-factorization, and the V-factorizations are in one to 
one correspondence with the terms in P.
Corollary 3.29: If / =  n(A), where A is recognizable,
and A ^ P, then J  is structurally unambiguous.
In the theory of context-free languages, a context- 
free grammar is unambiguous if each element of the language 
it generated has precisely one leftmost derivation; other­
wise it is ambiguous. A context-free language is unambiguous 
if there is an unambiguous grammar generating it; otherwise 
it is inherently ambiguous.
This type of ambiguity is analogous to the structural 
ambiguity defined for half-ring grammars and grammatical 
sets. As a matter fact, we can simulate the context-free 
generating process with a morphology whose semigroup under 
composition is the free semigroup generated by a collection 
of terminal symbols (whose composition is concatenation); 
then the context-free languages are the g-sets generated by 
using only composition rules. Then the usual amoiguity 
corresponds exactly to our concept of structural ambiguity.
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In Chapter 4, we will show that all context-free 
languages can be generated as structurally unambiguous g- 
sets In linear morphologies. The example which follows Is 
a context-free language known to be Inherently ambiguous.
It can be generated as a g-set which Is both structurally 
and morphologically unambiguous.
Example 3«30: = {a^ bwba^ ba'^ '11, j^l} {a^bwba’^'ba'^ 11,J_>1}.
Let M be the linear morphology generated by V =
{( Ibwb lb 2_), (Ibwb2b2)j (al), (a)}. Let be determined
by:
n(w^) = (lbwbl_b^ ) 
nfWp) = (lbwb^b£) 
n(w_) = (al) 
n(w^) = (a).
Let M’ be the free morphology associated with M, with 





Let G = (U,W^,P,o) be the grammar o n s u c h  that U =
{a,a} and P contains
(1) 
(2)
(3) a-^ -Cw^ a
(4) a+Wh
Then L(G) crp, hence Is structurally unambiguous by Corollary 
3.29, and n(L(G)) =df.
However, morphological ambiguity remains; for example, 




and a(CWgKw^w^) = (dl2)»(f-xf)
= dff;
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so 0 is not one to one on a(L(G)).
Now we let G' = (U',W^,P',a) be the somewhat more 
complex grammar on defined by: U’ = {a,a,i}, where
P' contains:
(1) o^Cw^a












G is structurally unambiguous, and 0 is one to one on 
n(L(G)). Hence ^ is both structurally and morphologically 
unambiguous as a g-set in (M,V).
CHAPTER IV 
LINGUISTIC SETS
For linguistic purposes, it turns out that grammatical 
sets are not precisely the objects we want to deal with.
In particular. Example 3-16 and Example 3.18 show that 
g-sets may contain elements of positive degree. We may 
think of these elements as well-formed, but only partially 
formed sentences, since they contain unfilled blanks. For 
example.
The cowpoke kicked his pony in the ______.
requires the addition of, say, "morning," "rain," "corral," 
or "flank" to become a complete sentence, though its 
structure so far is acceptable, as compared with
Cowpoke ______ pony the the his in kicked.
which presumably we would not generate as an element of a 
g-set at all. We want to restrict a linguistic set, then, 
to those elements of a g-set which are "completely filled 
in," that is, those of degree zero.
In our linguistic application, a sentence is a one­
dimensional element. A concatenation of two or more one­
dimensional elements may be thought of as a string of 
sentences, or a paragraph.
In a morphology M, let E be the collection of elements 
of dimension 1. We have this fact:
Lemma 4.1: If ^  is a g-set in (M,A), so is/n E.
Proof; Let R = {n”^(E), n~^(MNE)}. Then R is a finite 













Suppose I  = n(Uj_^ Cy), where R' = { C ^ , . . . , C^} Is 
a finite congruence on Then
R" = {C^nn"^(E), n n“^(M v E)}
is a finite congruence. Define the g-set by:
Then
k - 1 ,' = U ] = i  ( n f C j H n  "(E)))




= ( U j = i n ( C j ) ) n  E 
= J n E.
If X is in /n E, then there is a j, and there is a y 
in Cj, such that n(y) = x and y is in n ^(E). Hence y is 
in Cj n.n~^(E)j and n(y) is in (C^. f,n~^(E)); hence y is in 
’ . So j' 3 JAE, and P  =
It is not true that if / is a g-set of dimension k 
greater than one, then i =  KK. . some g-sets ,
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as shown by the following example.
Let M be a free morphology with ordered vocabulary 
V = {v^,...,v^ ^} and let F be the collection of V- 
factorizations in where n(w^) = v^j l<_i_<n-l, and 






(5) a->CWjKK... Kao . , . for each w^
r-1 r 
where r = deg n(w\).
Now L(G) is the collection of factorizations in 
and n(L(G)) is the collection of phrases in M. Let G’ =
where P' = P ^ {a'^^Kllo}. Let 
J' = n(L(G’)). Then J'  = {x*x|x e n(L(G))}. J' has 
dimension two.
Suppose i' = for some g-sets . Let
and Vp be the distinct elements of V such that n(w^) = v^
and nCWp) = Vp. Since v^ is in ^ , v^*v^ is in J 'hence
must be in Similarly, must be inrfp. But since
J[’ = then v^*Vp is i n  Â ' , a contradiction, since
Vi ^ Vp.
This illustration shows that the structuring possibi­
lities of g-sets reach beyond the sentence level. However, 
we consider only the one-dimensional case in this paper, 
which is that case corresponding to the construction of 
isolated sentences. Lemma 4.1 shows that we may either 
consider sets (tflE where is an arbitrary g-set, or simply 
g-sets /' of dimension one.
With this motivation, we define a linguistic set
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(1-set) r in the (M,A) as a set of the form where
^ is a g-set in (M,A) and D is the collection of formulas
in M.
Properties of linguistic sets. First we find some 
simple closure properties.
Theorem 4.2: If and are 1-sets in (M,A), then so is
1^ ^^2"
Proof: Suppose A D, R D, for g-sets
Jg. Then = (i-j_ 0 ^ 2 ^ &nd by Theorem 3.3,
^1 Ulg is a g-set, hence the result follows.
Theorem 4.3: If r is a linguistic set in (M,A) and
h:M+M' is a degree preserving homomorphism, then h(r) is 
a linguistic set in (M', h(A)).
Proof: Let D be the set of formulas of M, D ' those in M'.
For some g-set Y = By Theorem 3.7, h(^) is a
g-set in (M',h(A)). Now
h(r) = h(/ AD)
c h(jf) Ah(D) 
c h(^) AD',
since h(D)^D' (homomorphisms never increase degree).
Suppose X is in h(i) AD'. Then there is a y in 
such that h(y) = x, dim (h(y)) = 1, and deg (h(y)) = 0. 
Since all homomorphisms preserve dimension, dim (y) = 1; 
since h preserves degree, deg (y) = 0. Hence y is in D, 
so y is in j AD and x is in h(r). So h(/) AD' ^h(r).
This concludes the proof that h(r) = h(J) AD', which is a 
linguistic set in M'.
We notice in passing that 1-sets are not closed under 
concatenation, and are trivially closed under composition 
and shift, since and Sr^ = for 1-sets and
L-
Homogeneous variables and restricted linguistic sets. Now 
we arrive at the final condition which will yield the class
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of sets VJ6 had in mind for linguistic applications. In the 
generation of sentences from rewriting rules, the variables 
in the grammars will represent grammatical categories, just 
as they do in the linguistic applications of context-free 
languages.
In Chapter 1, we suggested that transitive verbs be 
considered as two-blank predicates, as
( 1 carried 2 ), 
to be composed with a 2-tuple (x,y), where x is a subject 
and y is an object. Hence we would like the variable v, 
which yields the grammatical category "transitive verb," 
to yield only one-dimensional elements of degree two. We 
will also want a variable a which yields precisely 2-tuples 
of the form (subject,object); these will all be two-dimensional 
elements x»y such that deg (x) = 0 and deg (y) = 0, that is,
X and y are "completely filled in."
In similar fashion, other grammatical categories will 
naturally have some fixed specifications of dimension and 
degree. Therefore, we will define homogeneous variables, 
which yield only elements of "fixed specifications." The 
condition of being generable by homogeneous variables will 
be the final requirement we make for the linguistic model.
The sets we propose as models for the syntax of lan­
guage, then, are these: linguistic sets D, where i is
a grammatical set in (M,A) for a linear morphology M and 
some finite set of phrases A, / is generated by a grammar 
all of whose variables are homogeneous, and D is the 
collection of formulas in M.
We now make precise the notion of homogeneous variable.
Let M be a linear morphology with (ordered) vocabulary 
V = {v^,..., v^_^} and let t be the homomorphism which
maps w^ to v^ for lj.ij.n-1, and w^ to 1. Then let H =
(U,W^,P,o) be a grammar. For a variable' a in H, we will 
call a homogeneous if there is associated with it an r-tuple
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of finite sets of integers (N^,...,N^), called its specifi­
cations, such that whenever a yields x in L(H),
1) n(x) has dimension r and
2) for l^l^r, is precisely the collection of blanks 
of which i*n(x) is not free.
As an example, if a is homogeneous, a yields x, and 
X = a_lb_3»b^ c*bla_^ , then the specifications of a are 
([1,3},{2},{1,4}).
Then a g-set ^  in (M, V U{1}) will be homogeneous if 
it is the interpretation under n of a recognizable set 
generated by a grammar all of whose variables are homo­
geneous. An l-set r in (M, V U{1}) will be homogeneous if
it is J HD, for some homogeneous g-set J, where D is the 
collection of formulas in M.
A natural restriction on the form of productions in 
the grammar generating a grammatical set J will guarantee 
that J  can be generated by a grammar all of whose variables 
are homogeneous. The restriction is this: we will not
allow generating rules containing the operator symbol S.
Given a pair (M, V U{1}), where V is an ordered
vocabulary of M with n-1 elements, let G = (U,W^,P,a) be
a grammar such that P contains no productions in which S 
appears. Then n(L(G)) = r will be called a restricted 
grammatical set (rg-set) and T = |fl D a restricted 
linguistic set (rl-set) where D is the collection of 
formulas of M. [Note that n here is the usual homomorphism 
mapping w^ to v^, l_<i_<n-l, and mapping w^ to 1.]
We may assume when desired that G is in best form
(see discussion in Chapter 3).
Let 8 be the collection of terms in containing the 
symbol S. Then the equivalent formulation using finite 
congruences on is this: the restricted g-sets r are
precisely those such that R = {Ch,...,C } is a congruence 
k k
on S - and r = Also, since
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R' = {S, is a finite congruence on if we are given
any congruence R" on then the use of the congruence 
R'aR" will allow us to obtain as a g-set the "restricted 
part" of any g-set. This procedure is equivalent to removing
from the generating grammar G (in best form) all rules
containing the symbol S on the right-hand side.
Now we will embark on a sequence of proofs which will 
show that the restricted linguistic sets are precisely the 
ones we had in mind. The main result is contained in 
Theorem 4.10. Lemmas 4.4 and 4,5 are needed in the proof 
of Theorem 4.6.
Lemma 4.4; Let G = (U,W^,P,a) be a restricted grammar in 
best form such that n(L(G)) is one-dimensional. Let
Aq = {o} Ulaja-^a is in P}. For i^O, let A^^^ =
A^ IJ{3 E U|a^C$Y is in P for some y in U, a in A^ . Let
m be the number of variables in U. Then U A. = A , and for
i>0  ^ ™
each 6 in A^, for each x such that 3 yields x, dim (n(x)) = 1. 
Proof: Let |A^ | denote the number of elements in A^ .
Suppose that for some i>0, A^ = A^^^. Then for all k>l,
Af = A^^^. If k = 2, suppose A^ / i^+2*' there is a
production a-»-C3Y In P such that a is in A^^^, and 3 is not 
in A^^^; hence a is not in A^ , a contradiction, since 
A^ = A^^^. If the hypothesis holds for all j<k, suppose
Af / Then, again, for some o,3,Y, a+C3Y is in P,
a is in and 3 is not in hence a is not in
^i+k 1’ ^  contradiction of our assumption; so if for some
i>0, A. = A..-,, then A. = A. for all j>i.—  ^ 1 1+1/ 1 J
Since A^ / A^^^ if and only if | A^  | < j A^ _^  ^j , then for
some j<m. A, = A.,, = A , which proves the first assertion.’ j j+1 m'
The second assertion follows by induction on the length m 
of a derivation
° -TT» ' ' - = X' "here a e A^ .
1 c m
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Suppose m = 1. Then is and dim [n(Wj)] = 1.
Suppose the assertion holds for ail x such that there is 
a derivation of x of length <m.
Case 1. iT^ has the form cr->-e; then 3 yields x by a derivation 
of length less than m, and dim [n(x)] = 1, by the induction 
hypothesis.
Case 2. ir^ has the form then x = Ct^tg and g yields
t^, Y yields tg, both by subderivations of length less than 
m. Hence dim [Ti(t^ )] = 1 = dim Cn( t^ ) • n( t^ ) ] = dim (nCCt^t^)) = 
dim n(x).
Case 3» has the form a-^ Kgy. This is not possible for 
a variable a in A^, since a is one-dimensional; for, suppose 
it is. Since G is reduced, there is some y in L(G) such 
that
(*) a->Kgy =$> Kt^t^ = y; dim (n(y))^2.
Let j be the least integer such that a is in . Then 
there is a derivation
0 Cg^ ôg—^  CC6^ 6|| 62— > . . . —j^CC. . . Ç3
j
where the 6^  are'in V, and gg.  ^= a. Now apply to a 
the sequence (*), yielding
(**) 0 4>CC...CKt^t2g(2j_2)'''66*4d2.
Again, since G is reduced, there are productions in P 
which can be applied to the variables in (**) to yield a 
term z in and dim n(z)^2. This contradicts the fact 
that L(G) is one-dimensional. Hence no productions of the 
form a+Kgy appear in P for a in A. This completes the 
proof of the second assertion.
Lemma 4.5: If G = (V,W^,P,o) is a restricted grammar
generating I  in (M,A), then for all a e V, and for all t 
in such that a yields t, deg (n(t))<r, where r = 
max {deg a|a c A}.
Proof: By induction on the length m of a derivation.
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Assume G is in best form. Let t be in , with derivation:
= t .
Suppose m = 1. Then tt is a-^ w., and n(w.) = a for some a
-J- J J
in A, hence deg n(w.)<_r.
V
Suppose the hypothesis holds for all derivations of 
length less than m. We consider cases corresponding to the 
possible forms of t t .
Case 1. iT^ is o+o; then a yields t by a subderivation of 
length less than m, hence deg n(t)<r by the induction 
hypothesis.
Case 2. tt^  is a+Cgy; then (by Lemma 3-5) t = Ct^u^, 
where y yields tg by a subderivation of length less than m. 
Hence deg (nttpïïjr. By Lemma 2.5, deg (n(Ct^t_)) = 
deg (ri(t^ ) = nCt^) )j<deg (n(tg)). Hence deg n( t ) <^ r.
Case 3. ir^ is a^Kgy; then t = Kt^t^, and (again by Lemma 
3.5) B yields t^ and y yields, t^ by subderivations each of 
length less than m. Hence deg n(t^ )_<r, deg n(t2)<r. By 
Lemma 2.6, deg (n(t)) = deg (n(Kt^t2)) = deg (n(t^)*n(t2)) = 
max {deg (n(t,)), deg (nttgïïljr.
Case 4. is a->Wj. Then m = 1, and we have dealt with 
this case.
Theorem 4.6; Every one-dimensional restricted g-set has 
finite K-depth.
Plan of Proof: Given a one-dimensional rg-set n(L(G))
in (M,A), we construct from G = (V,W ,P,o)a new grammar 
G' = (U,W^,P',a(l,l)) such that L(G') has finite K-depth 
and n(L(G)) = n(L(G')). In the construction of G', all 
variables in U are of the form a(n^,n2) for certain positive 
integers n^, n^ . They correspond to variables « in V, 
in the sense that collectively, the variables a(n,,n2) 
yield in M precisely those terms which a does; in particu­
lar, a(n.,n2) yields those elements of M which are derived 
from a in G and which have dimension n2~n^+l. Prom this 
fact it will follow that the dimension of L(G’) is one and
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that L(G') has finite K-depth. To show that L(G)^L(G'), 
we choose x in L(G) and attempt to match to a leftmost 
derivation (A) of x, a leftmost derivation (B) of z in 
L(G') such that n(z) = n(x).
In the process of constructing (B), one production 
at a time, from (A), we develop for convenience an inter­
mediate derivation (A). It matches (A) in a sense to be 
defined precisely, except that some symbols in (A) are 
"roofed", and matches (B) when the roofed symbols are 
erased. If the construction of (B) can be successfully 
carried out according to our algorithm, then we obtain a 
z in L(G’) such that n(z) = n(x), and may conclude that 
L(G) ^L(G'). The proof that the construction is always 
successful consists of a tedious examination of cases.
The general plan for showing the reverse inclusion is 
similar. We will make repeated use of Lemma 3.5, without 
explicit mention,, in the following fashion:
Given a derivation
1 2  n
where the ir^ denote productions, if x^ = Cgy (we could 
illustrate with KBy or 86 as well) then x = Ct^t for 
some t^ , tp such that 6 yields t^ and y yields t^  by 
appropriate subderivations of (*).
Proof: Let r be a one-dimensional rg-set in (M,A), where
A = {a^,...,a^}. Let r = max {deg (x)|x e A}, We assume 
r greater than 0, for if r = 0, and r is one-dimensional, 
then r ca, is finite, and clearly can be generated by a
grammar of K-depth,. Let G = (V,W^,P,o) be a grammar in
best form in ^  such that n(L(G)) = r. We construct from 
G a new grammar G' such that n(L(G')) = r, and L(G') has 
K-depth no greater than r.
Let V = A Ub , where B = V^A , and A is the set of m ' m^  m
Lemma 4.4. To each a in V, correspond a set V as follows:
(1) for 0, in A ,  V = (a( s, s) j l<s<r}.m a 1 — _
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(2) for a in B, = {a(n^,n2)|l<n^<n2^r}.
Let U = U V . Let G' = (U,W ,P',o(l,l)), where 
aeV * "
P' contains:
(1) a(l,l)-^-a(l,l), if ff->a is in P.
(2) a(n^,n2)->C3(n^,n2) y(1 J if a^C3Y is
in P, a(n^,n2) is in Y ^ ,  Y(l,ng) is in V , and gCn^jng) is
inv^.
(3) (i) a(n^,n2)+Kg(n^k)Y(k+l,n2), if a(n^,n2)
is in V^, g(n^,k) is in V^, Ytk+ling) is in V , and a->K6Y 
is in P.
(ii) a(n^,r)+g(n^,r), if a(n^,r) is in V^, 
3(n, ,r) is in Y  , and a->K3Y is in P.X p
(4) a(s,s)^w if a(s,s) is in V and a->w. is in P.
J ® J
Claim: If a(n^,n2) yields x for x in L(G’), then dim n(x) =
r^-n^+l.
Proof of claim: By induction on the length m of a leftmost
derivation,
X q  =  . ( " i . n g )  x ^ — >... =  X.
If m = 1, then is otn^ing)^#.. By an inspection of P’, 
we see that n^ = n2, hence n^-n^+l = 1. Since n(Wj) is a 
phrase, the hypothesis is satisfied for m = 1.
Now suppose the hypothesis holds for k<_m, and consider 
a derivation of length m+1.
Case 1. p is o(n^,n2)+Cg(n^,n2)Y(l,s). Then x = Ct^t2, 
where 6(01,,%^) yields t^, ydjS) yields t2j further, the 
subderivation of t^ from g(n.,n2) has length no greater 
than m. Hence dim n(t^) = n^-n^+l. But by Lemma 2.5, 
dim nCCt.tg) = dim (nCt^j'nftg)) = dim n(t^), so the 
desired conclusion holds.
Case 2. p^ is a(n^,n2)->-K3(n^,k)Y(k+l,n2). Then x =
Kt^t2, where g(n-|,k) yields t^, Y(k+l,n2) yields t2, both 
by subderivations of length less than m+1. Hence dim n(t^) =
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k-n^+l, dim n(tg) = n^-k, and therefore by Lemma 2.6,
dim n(x) = dim (nCKt^t^)) = dim (n(t^)) + dim n(tg))
= k-n^+l+n^-k 
= n^-n^+l.
Case 3: P^_ is a(n^,r)->3(n^,r). Then B(n^,r) yields x
by a derivation of length m, and dim (x) = r-n^+1, as 
required.
Case 4. is a(n^, n ^ ) ; occurs only when m = 1.
Hence in all possible cases, dim n(x) = n^-n^il, as 
required.
Claim: L(G')) has K-depth <_r.
Proof of claim: We have assumed r>l. We show by induction
on the length m of a derivation that for any a(n^,n2) e U,
if a(nu,n2 ) yields x, where x is in J^, then K-depth (x) <^ r.
Let a(n, ,n„) -- > x, f x„— > .. . x = x be such a1 2 Tu 1 2 T m1 2  m
derivation. If m = 1, then is a(n^,n2)"^w^. for some
w. e W . Hence x = w., and K-depth (x) = l<r.
J n j
Suppose the hypothesis holds for all derivations of
length less than m. We will examine the four cases
corresponding to the possible forms of it^.
Case 1. is a(n^,n2)^w,; then m = 1, and this case has
been dealt with.
Case 2. is a(n^,n2)^CB(n^,n2)y(l,s); then x = Ct^tg,
where gCn^^ng) yields t^ and y i l ^ s )  yields tg by subderi­
vations each of length less than m. Hence by the induc­
tion hypothesis, K-depth (t^ )_<r and K-depth Now
K-depth (x) = K-depth (Ct^tg) = max {K-depth (t^),
K-depth (tg)}^^.
Case 3- is a(n^,n2)^K6(n^,s)y(s+l,n2) ; then x = Ct^tg,
where g(n ,s) yields t^ and y(5+l,ng) yields tg, by sub­
derivations each of length less than m. Hence K-depth 
(t^ )<_r and K-depth (tg)_<r. Since K-depth (Kt^tg) =
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max {K-depth (t^), K-depth (tg), dim n(Kt^tg)}, we have 
K-depth (Kt^ tg)_<r from the fact that dim n(Kt^tg) =
ng-rii+l^r.
Case 4. ir^ is a(rL,n2)+6(n^,ng); then g(n^,ng) yields x by 
a derivation of length less than m, hence K-depth (x)^r. 
Claim: L(G’) is one-dimensional.
Proof of claim: For all x in L(G'), we have yields x.
Hence dim (n(x)) = 1-1+1 - 1.
Now let = L(G'). We will show that S = J' . First
we show that J cj' . Let x be an element of L(G), and let
(A) Xq = \
1 d n—i n
be a leftmost G-derivation, where the are productions in 
P, l^i^n. We will attempt to construct a matching derivation
(B) Pfir ^
for productions p^ in P', such that n(x) = n(z). [In 
(B), for convenience we adopt the convention that either
(i) p^ e P* or (ii) p^ is a "place-holding" symbol only, 
and As we proceed, we will have use also for a
"dummy" derivation
which will be constructed along with (B), in such a way 
that it differs from (A) only in that (possibly) some 
variables a in A appear as â in (A). The symbols â will 
be called roofed symbols. The process of construction 
follows :
1. Let i = 1; let y_ = a; let = o(l,l). By the 
form of G, is a->a for some a; let p^ and be a(l,l)-> 
a(l,l) .
2. If x^ and y^  are identical except that (possibly) 
some symbols in y^ are roofed, then call x^  and y^ almost 
identical. In such case, continue. Otherwise, the construc­
tion has failed.
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3. Let e(y) be the string resulting from the erasure 
of all roofed symbols in y . For any strings X =
y = for any i,j, l<i<s, l<^ j<_t, we say that 3^
matches y , if (i) i = j and (ii) either (a) 3^  = y or
' J 1  J
(b) 3. is a variable and y. e V .
1 J ^
If s = t and 3  ^matches y^ for l^i£s, then we say X matches 
Y.
If e(y.) matches z^ , continue. Otherwise the construc­
tion has failed.
4. For each variable a(n , n  ) in z., examine the
1  ^ ^
matching variable a in x^ . The string x^ has the form 
x^ = u a V, where u,v e (V UW^ U{C,K})*.
The word x has the form x = t^tgt^, where t^, t^, t^
(W^U{CjK})*5 and by an appropriate subderivation of (A), 
u yields t^, a yields t^ , and v yields t^ .
4.1. If n2<r, and dim (nttg)) 7^ n^-n^+l, the 
construction has failed. If n. = r , and dim (nCtg)) < 
ng-Hf+l, then the construction has failed. Otherwise 
continue.
4.2-. To each occurrence of a variable aCn^^n^) 
in z^ with matching variable a in x^ as above, we correspond 
a collection of terms in called the substitutes of 
aCn^jng) and denoted by sub (atn^.ng)). Let sub (aCn^jn^)) 
be the collection n~^((1*...«Ug-n^+l)«nCtg)).
The substitutes of z^  [sub (z^)] will be the collection 
of all terms in ^  which can be formed by replacing each 
variable atn^jUg) in z by some element of sub aln^jn^) 
for that occurrence of aCn^jn^) in z^ .
If, for all t in sub (z^), n(t) = n(x), continue; 
otherwise the construction has failed.
5. If i = n, the construction is complete, and 
successful. Otherwise, add 1 to i and continue.
6. Next we choose p^^^ and We distinguish four
cases, depending on the form of in P.
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Case 1. = u a V, is a->C6y
IA. The matching occurrence of a in is roofed.
Let be â+Cgy, and let be a place-holder only,
so that z. =
IB. The matching occurrence of a in y. is not roofed. 
Let q%^^ be a+CgY- To choose p^^^, note that by step 3, 
there is a matching symbol uCn^jn^) in z^ . Examine (A). 
With notation as in step 4, we have x = t^t^t^, and a 
yields tg. Since (A) is a leftmost derivation, we now know 
that the first step in the derivation of t. from a is
that is, the associated sub-derivation has the form 
cc^ -CgY-^ -• •■^ Ct^ t^  = tg, for some terms t^ , t^ in J^ . Let 
8 = dim (n(t^)), and let p^^^ be a(n^,ng)+Cg(n^,ng)Y(l,8).
Let us make sure that this production is in P’. Since 
a(n^,ng) has appeared, it is in V; further, if B(n^,ng) / 
then B e A^ and n^ / ng. However, 6 yields t|^ , where 
dim n(t^) = 1 by Lemma 4.6; hence dim n(Ct^t^) = 1. But 
by step 4.1, since tg = Ct^t^, we know that dim n(Ct|^ t^ )>_ 
ng-n^+l. This, along with the fact that n^ _<ng, gives 
n^ = ng, a contradiction. Hence g(n^,ng) is in V and
is in .
Case 2. x^ = u a v, is a^KBy.
2A. The matching occurrence of a in y. is roofed.
Let q^^^ be &+KBY, and let be a place-holder only,
1"so that z. = z.^ 1 1+
2B. The matching occurrence of a in y^ is not roofed. 
Then there is a matching variable a(n^,ng) in z^ . Examine
(A). The subderivation a tg now can be seen to have the 
form a+KBY+Kt^tr = tg, for some t^ ,^ t^ in J^ . Suppose
= dim (n(t^)), and Sg = dim (n(t^)). Then dim (ri(tg)) =
s^ + Sg, by Lemma 2.6. We distinguish three cases, depen­
ding on the value of Ug and of n^+s^-1.
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2B(i). l<n<r. Then by step 4, n -n,+l = s-,+s . Let
c- i. J. 2
^1+1 a(n^,n2)->K3(n^,n^+s^-l)Y(n^+s^,n2) and let
be a->-K3Y*
To see that e P': if not, then either (1) 3(n^,n^+s^-l)
is not in V., 6 e A and S-,>1, or (2) Y(n-,+s,,n„) is not 
p m 1 X d
in V , Y e A and s„>l, or both. In the first case, we 
Y m 2
have B yields tj^ , and dim n(t^)>l, a contradiction; in the 
second case we have a similar contradiction.
2B(ii). ng = r, n^+s^-l<r. Let p^^^ be a(n^,r)+
KB(n^,n^+s^-l)Y(n^+s^,r) and be a+KBY-
Again, if p^^^ i  P', then either B e A^ and s^>l, 
a contradiction since B yields t|^ and dim n(t^) = s^ ; 
or Y E A^ and r-s^-n^>0. But by step 4, n^+s^+Sg-l^r; 
that is, Sg^r-s^-n^+l>l. So Sg>l and y yields t^, where 
dim n(t^) = Sg, a contradiction.
2B(iii). Hg = r, n^+s^-l>r. Let p^^^ be a(n ,r)^g(n^,r),
and let q^^^ be a+KBY-
If p^^^ i  P’, then B e A^ , and n^<r. Combining this 
with the inequality n^+s^-l_>r, we conclude s^>l, a contra­
diction, since S yields t|^, dim n(t^) = s^ . So p^^^ e P.
Case 3» x^= U' a v, is a->w^ .. •
3A. The matching occurrence of a in y. is roofed.
Let q^ be and let p^ be a placeholder, so that
%i+l i^*
3B. The matching occurrence of a in y. is not roofed.
Then suppose a(n^,ng) is the matching occurrence in z^ . It
is now clear that the subderivation by which a yields tg
is precisely a  ^ w. = t„. Since dim (n(t_)) =
'^i+1 J  ^ ^
dim (n(w\)) = 1, by step 4 we have:
(i) if ng r, ng-n^+l = 1 hence n^ = ng;
(ii) if n.^ = r, ng-n^+l_<l, which also yields n^ = ng, 
since ng_>n^ .
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So, in any case, n^ = n^, and we let be a(n^,n^)^w^.,
and let be a^ w^ ..
Case 4. = o+a. Because of the form of G, this case
appears if and only if i = 0; hence we need not consider it.
Now return to step 2. This completes the detail of 
the construction. To clarify the construction, we present 
an example below of a possible derivation (A) and the 
associated derivations (A) and (B), when r = 2.
(A) a ---> a -- » Cgv  > Cw„y  > Cw^KÇt--> CWgKKayT ---
~  2 2 2 ïïg
CwuKKw.YT ---> CwuKKw. WnT — Gw„KKw, w„w„ .
2 1 TTy 2 1 2  TTg 2 1 2 , i
it) a f a — >Cgy -— >Cwyy — — >CWpKçf CWpKKayf >
CWgKKw^yt CWgKKw^Wgt -—> Cw^KKw^w^w^.
(B) a(l,l) — a(l,l) 03(1,1) y (1,2)   >Gw y(l,2) -— =9
Pi Pp P3 Pl(
Cwug(l,2) :>CWgKa(l,l)y(l,D— Cw„K2 y(l,l)P5 2 -"2-ir'-,-' py
CWgKw^Wg — g— P CWgKw^Wg.
If, for each x in L(G), the construction can be 
successfully carried out, then we obtain a z in L(G') such 
than n(x) = n(z). For notice that sub (z ) = {z^} = {z} 
since z^ contains no variables, and by step 4, n(z) = n(x). 
Hence we may conclude that J  .
We will next show that the construction can always 
be successfully completed. If it fails, it must fail at 
step 2, 3, or 4, for some i>0. We will show by induction 
on i that such failure is not possible. Suppose i = 1.
Steps 2 and 3 are trivially satisfied. We have z^  = a(l,l); 
tg = X. Since ri is one-dimensional, dim (n(x)) = 1, satis­
fying the first condition of step 4. If r>l, then sub [a(l,l)]
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{x}, and condition 4.2 Is satisfied. If r = 1, then 
sub [a(l,D] = n"^( (1) • n(x) ), and for t In sub [a(l,l)], 
n(t) = l*n(x) = n(x), since dim (n(x)) = 1. Hence the 
construction never falls for 1 = 1 .
Suppose, for x In L(G), with leftmost derivation (A), 
the construction falls for the first time for some 1+1, 
1_>1, at step 2. We have x^  = u a v, = u’ a v’ or
u ' a v', where u and u' are almost Identical and v and v'
are almost Identical. An Inspection of the choice of 
shows that, If Is u-^ t, whatever the form of t, the
production or &+t', for some t ' such that t
and t' are almost Identical. Hence x^^^ = utv and y^^^ = 
u't'v' are almost Identical, a contradiction, and there Is 
no failure at step 2.
Suppose there Is a failure at step 3. If x^  = u a v, 
and y^ = u' & v', then yields only roofed variables, so 
e(y^^^) = e(y.). Also, p^ Is only a place-holder, so 
^1+1 ” ^1’ since e(y.) matches z^ , e(y\^^) matches
'1+ 1 '
If X, = u a V and y^ V' = u"a(n^,ng)v",
where u" matches e(u'), v" matches e(v'), then the possible 
















In each case, matches z^^^^ hence another contra­
diction. The algorithm does not fall at step 3.
Then the construction must fall at step 4. We assume 
p^^^ Is not a place-holder, since otherwise step 4 Is 
Identical to the 1-th step 4, hence succeeds as before.
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Again we have = u a v, = u"a(n^,n2)v", is a->t.
Is a->-t" for some strings t,t", and = utv,
z^ _^  ^= u"t"v". Since the construction succeeded for 1,
It can fall on condition 4.1 only for variables gfk.pkp)
which appear In t". The subderivation by which a yields tp
Is now seen to be a —— > t=^tgj and dim n(t_) = np-n^+l,
1+1
If Hp<r; dim n(t2)>ng-n^+l, If n^ = r. Again we must dis­
tinguish cases depending on the form of t.
Case 1. t = Cgy; then t^  = Ct^t^, with subderivations 
g 1|^ , y -y t^ . By the choice of p^^^, t" = CgCn^jn^)y ( 1,s), 
where
/  dim n(t^)j If dim n(t^)£r
s - I
y  r , If dim n(t^)>r.
By Lemma 2.5, dim (n(t^)) = dim (nttg)); by the previous 
application of step 4, dim (nftg)). = n^-n+1 If Ug^r, and If 
Ug = r, then dim (nCt^)/^n^-n^+l. By the choice of s, 
dim (n(tr)) = s = s-1+1. So this case does not fall.
Case 2. t = Kgy; then t^ = Kt^t^, with subderivations 
3 t|^ , y t^ . Then by the choice of p^^^, either
(1) ng = r, t" = g(n^,r), In which case n^+dlm (n(t^))-l>r,
or (2) ng = r, t" = Kg(n^k)y(k+l,r), In which case
dim n(t^) = k-n^+1, dim n(t^)>r-k, 
or (3) ng<r, t" = Kg(n.,k)y(k+l,n2), and dim n(t^) =
k-n^+1; dim n(t^) =
In each case, 4.1 Is satisfied.
Case 3» t = w.; then t'' = w., and no untested variable
J
appears. So condition 4.1 Is satisfied.
Now the only condition the construction may fall to 
satisfy Is 4.2.
We will assume, then, that for some w In sub 
(w) n(x). This Implies that w Is not In sub (z^. ), by
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the minimality of i+1. The only way this can happen is that 
is a(n^,n2)->-t" for some string t", where sub (t") 
is not contained in sub [atn^iUg)] for the occurrence of
aCn^jn^) to which p^^^ is applied. We will show by an 
examination of all possible forms of t that this is not 
possible, and thereby will conclude that for all w in 
sub n(w) = n(x). This contradiction will complete
the proof that the construction is always possible.
There are several cases, corresponding to the possible 
forms of t and t".
Case 1. t = Cgy, t" = C6(n_,n2)Y(l,8). For t in sub (t"),
I = Cab for a in sub [eCn^jn^)] and b in sub [y(1,s)].
For such a,b, a is in n"^((l*...*U2-n^+l)'n(t^)), and b is 
in n"^((1*...»s)•n(t^)).
lA. s<r. Then
n(Cab) = (IK.. .»n2-n^+l) *ri(t|j) • (1».. .»s) *n(t^).
= (l*...*n2-n^+l)'n(t^)'n(tr),
since dim (n(t^)) = s,
= (l*...*n2-n^+l)'n(Ct^t^);
since Ct^t^ = tg. Cab is in sub [«(n^fng)].
IB. s = r. Then note that (by Lemma 4.5), deg (n(t^))<r, 
hence n(t^) • (1*. . .»r) = (tj^ ), and
n(Cab) = (Itt.. .«ng-n^+l) •ri(t^ ) • (1».. .»r) TiCt^)
= (1«...«ng-n^+D•n(t^)'n(t^), as before.
Hence Cab is in sub [aCn^jUg)].
Case 2. t = Kgy.
2A. ng = r, t" = $(n^,r). Again there must be an a in 
sub [3(n^,r)] which is not in sub [a(n^,n2)l for the occurrence 
of a in question. For such a, a is in n (^ ( 1«... «r-n^+1) • n( t^ )^ ) 






a E n~^((l*..-»r-n^+l)-nCtg)) = sub [atn^jUg)].
2B. Hp = r; t" = K3(n^,k)Y(k+l,r).
If T is in sub (t"), t = Kab for some a in sub
[g(n.,k)], and some b in sub [y(k+l,r)]. For such a,b, we 
-1
have a e n" ((l*...*k-n^+l)«n(t^)), 
b E rT^((l*...*r-k)'n(t^), and
n(Kab) = [(1*...xk-n^+1)•n ( )]»[(1*...*r-k)•n(t^)]
= (1«...»r-n^+l)•n(t^)*n(t^)), 
since dim n(t^) = k-n^+1 and dim n(t^)>r-k,
= (1»...*r-n^+l)•(n(Kt^t^)).
Hence Kab is in sub [aCn^jn^)].
Case 3- t = w^, t" = w^. Then n^  = n^, Since
-n(w.) is a phrase, sub [a(n^,np)l = n .(l*n(tp)) = n~ (n(w.)).
J  ^ J
Hence is in sub [atn^aUg)].
So the construction did not fail for i>l at any step;
hence all constructions can be completed successfully.
This completes the proof that ^c/'.
To show that t '  ^  J  , let z be in L(G’), with leftmost
derivation
(B) Zg = 0(1,1) -3:* 22--'-'- "n =
We construct a matching derivation
%0 = %0 = °--;-» ^2— * ■  ■ t ; ; * '
X, where ir^, l£if.n are in P, and the expressions =
..., ) represent (possibly empty) sequences of
productions ir. . in P.
1 J
We will again have use for a dummy derivation 
(A’) y„ = y; = ■■■
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where is a sequence which we construct
from n^ .
We will show that n(z) = n(x). The construction is
similar to the earlier one.
1. Let i = 1; let o = An inspec­
tion of P' shows that is o(l,l)->a(l,l) for some a; let
7T^ and q^ be o+o, and let and be empty.
2. If xj and are almost identical, continue. 
Otherwise the construction has failed.
3. If e(y') matches z^, continue; otherwise the 
construction has failed.
4. Now we define sub (x|). We define a substitution
for an occurrence of a variable a in x^ as follows:
(1) if a is in A , sub (a) = n~^(l*nCt^)), where
as before we have aCn^jUg) yields t^  in (B) for the matching
variable atn^ang) in (B).
(2) if a is not in A , and ng<r, where
is the matching variable in (B), and a(n^,ng) yields t^  
in (B), then sub (a) = n~^((1»...sn^-n^+l)•n(t^)).
(3) if 0 is not in A^ and n^ = r, then sub (a) =
LJ ri"^ ([(l*. . ,*r-np+l) •n(t„)]*b.». , .*b, ), where for
b . is any phrase in M.
When all possible substitutions have been made for 
each variable, call the resulting collection of terms 
sub (x|). If, for all t in sub (x|), n(t) = n(z), then 
continue. Otherwise the construction has failed.
5. If i = n, the construction is successful.
Otherwise, add 1 to i and continue.
6. Let us now choose q^^^, .^nd We
consider four cases, depending on the form of
Case 1. is a(n^,n^)->C3(n^,n2)y(l,s). Let q_^^
and be a+Cgy. Let and be placeholders, i.e.
empty sequences.
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Case 2. is a(n^jn2)-^ K6(n^,k)ydc+l^n^). Let and
be a+Kgy, and let and be placeholders.
Case 3. P^ j^. a(n^,r)->e(n^,r). Then, by the construction
of P', there is a variable y in V, and a production u in
P, such that TT is a->K6y. Let be t for any such ir,
and let q^^^ be a->Kgy. Since G is in best form, there is
an element u in and a sequence of productions =
(^(i+l)l'''"'^(i+l)m ) such that y yields u by the
( i+l)
leftmost application of these productions. Apply this 
sequence to y in (A), forming Let the corresponding
roofed sequence by which when applied yields y^^^.
Case 4. p^^^ is a(s,s)+w.. Let q^^^ and be a+Wj,
and let and be placeholders.
This completes the construction. Now when we have 
shown that it is always possible, we may conclude that 
c/; for, when i = n, there are no variables in z^, and 
sub (z^ ) = {z^} = {z}; hence n(z) = n(x).
It is easy to see by an argument analogous to that in
the first half of the proof that no failure in the construc­
tion can come at steps 2 or 3.
We consider step 4, and show by induction on i that
no failure can occur there. Suppose i = 1. Then for some
a in V, z^  = a, and tg = x. By the construction of G',
the production a(l,l)^a(l,l) appears in P’ if and only if 
y(l,s) yields t, by appropriate subderivations.
If T is in sub (t"), then t = Cuv for some u in sub (g), 
some V in sub ( y ) .  Note that in this case, is the
empty sequence, and z^^^ = z^^^.
lA. 6 dnd y are both in A : Then n, = n„, by the
—  m 2 -L
construction of P', and sub.(g) = n (l'n(t^)). Also,
s = 1, and sub (y) = n~^(1*n(t^)). By Lemma 4.4, dim n(t^) =
1 and dim n(t^) = 1. Hence for all u in sub (g), for all





Cuv is In sub (a), a contradiction.
13. g is in A , Y is not in A : Then sub g =
—  m in
n ^(1* n(tj^ ) ).
IB. (i). s<r. sub (y) = n (1*...«s)•n(t^))




hence Cuv is in sub (a).
IB. (ii). 8 = r.
sub (y ) = U  ([!».. .*ST)(tj-)]*b,». . . « b , ) . 
k>p 3 ^
n(Cuv) = l'n(t^)'{[(l*...*r)'n(tc)]*b^*...*b^} for some
k_>0, some phrases b^, l^l^k.
= 1* n(t^)•(1*...»r)•[[(!»...»r)-n(t^)]*b^*...xb^J, 
since by Lemma 4.5, deg (n(t^))<r,
= l'n(t^)'(l*...*r)'n(tc), since dim n(t^) >_r
= l'n(t^)'n(t^)
- 1 • n ( Ct t^  )
= I'nttg);
hence Cuv is in sub (a).
1Ç. g is not in A^, y is in A^ : Then sub (y) =
n~^(l* n(t^)).
IC. (1). n2<r. Then sub g = n ^[(Ix, , .sn^-n^+l)‘riCti^ ) ]
n(Cuv) = (1»... «n2“n^+l) ■ n( t|^ ) • 1" n(t^).
= (l*...*n2-n^+l)'n(t^)'n(t^),
since by Lemma 4.4, dim n(t^) = 1;
= (Ix.,.»n2“n^+l)•n(t2); hence Cuv is in sub (a).
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IC. (11). Hg = r. Then





which Is In sub (a), since the fact that 0 Is not In 
Implies that a Is not In A^ .
ID. Neither 0 nor a Is In A^ :
ID. (1). np<r, s<r.
n(Cuv) = (l*...*n2-n^+l)'n(t^)'(l*...*s)'n(t^)
= (1«...»n2-n^+l)•n(t^)•n(t^), since dim n(t^) = s,
= (I*...*n2-n^+l)»n(t2); 
hence Guv Is In sub (a).
ID. (11). n2<r, s = r.
n(Cuv) = [(1*.. .»n2“n^+l)*n(tj^)] [[(l*...*r)'n(t^)]*b^*...*b^], 
for some phrases b^, l_<l_<k,
- (1*...wng-n^+l)'n(t^)'(l*...*r)'n(t^), 
since deg (n(t^))<r and dim (n(t^))>r,
= (1«... »n2-n^+l) *n(t|^ ) • n(t^) ; 
hence n(Cuv) Is In sub (a).
ID. (Ill). Ug = r, s<r. 
n(Cuv) = [[(l*..,*r-n^+l)'n(t^)]*b^*...*b^]'(l*...*s)'n(t^)
= [[(1*...*r-n^+l)'n(t^)]*b^*...*b^J'n(t^), 
since dim (n(t^)) = s
= [(1«...*r-n^+l)'n(t^)'n(tr)]*[b^'n(t^)]*...*[b^/n(t^)],
= [(1»...»r-n^+l)•n(t2)]*[b^«n(t^)]»...«[b^'n(t^)]; 
hence Cuv Is In sub (a).
ID. (Iv). 1I2 = r J s = r.
Ti(Cuv) = {[(1*.. .»r-n+l) "n(t^)]*b^*.. .*b^j«{[(!*.. .*r)'n(t^)]*
C^ îv. . .^C.lj 
J. J
for some j, k>0, some phrase b ., 1 j_l j_k, c^ , l<s^j,
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= {[(!*.. .«r-n+D 
since deg n(u)<r,
= {[(!*... *r-n+l) Ti(t^)]»[b^Ti(t^)]*. . .*[b^*n(t^)];
hence Cuv is in sub (a).
Case 2. t = KB(n^,k)yCk+l^n^). Note that a can not be in
A . Then t" = Kgy, and z!,. = z.,.. As a subderivation of m i+i 1+1
(B), we have
a(n^jn2)-*-K6(n^,k)y(k+l,ng)=* Kt^t^ = tg,
where g(n^,k) yields t^ and ytk+ljng) yields t ^ ,  dim n(t^) = 
k-n^+1, dim n(t^) = ng-k. If t is in sub (t"'), then t = Kab





= (1*. . .«ng-n^+D TiCtg), 
hence Kab is in sub (a).
2B. Ug = r.
n(Kab) = [(l*...*k-n^+l)'n(t^)]*[(l*...*ng-k)'n(t^)]*b^*...*bg, 
for some phrases b^, l_<i£Sj some s_<0;
= [(1«...*ng)•(n(t^)»n(t^))]*b^*...*bg,
since dim n(t^) = k-n^+1, dim n(t^) = ng-k,
= [(l*...*ng)'(n(tg))]*b^*...*bg,
so Kab is in sub (a).
Case 3. t = g(n.,r). Then t" = Kgy for some variable y in
V. There is an associated sequence of productions in
G by which y yields some term a of As a subderivation
of (B), we have a(n, ,r) — f g(n. ,r)^>tg, where dim n(t„) =
Pi+1 1 a c
r-n^+1.
We also have:
X. = ua(n.,r)v x^^^ = ug(n^,r)v
Z^ = u’av' Z^^^ = u'Kgyv'
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z!,, = u'Kgav'j where no variables appear In u or u’. If
Iri
T is in sub (t"), then t = Kua for some u in sub (g).
3A. g is in A^ : Then r = n^, and if u is in sub (g),
n(u) = (I'nltg)), and n(Kua) = [l'nttgïlanCa).
3B. g is not in A^ : Then for u in sub (g),
n(u) = [(l*...*nu-r+l)'n(t2)]*b.*...*b., and
n(Kua) = [(1«...»n^~r+l)«nCt^)]*b^x,,.*b^*n(a).
In either case, since the production a^ -Kgy is in P, a is 
not in A^ , so Kua is in sub (a).
Case 4. t = Wj. Then t" = w^, and As a
subderivation of (B), we have a(n^,ng)^Wj = t^ . Hence
w. is in sub (a), and sub (t") = {w.}.
J J
So we conclude that the construction can not fail for
any i+l, i_>0, at step 4.2, hence there can be no failure
in the construction at any step. This completes the proof
that A' c ^ ; along with the earlier result that ^ c ^
we now have the final result: i' = i .
Lemma 4.7: If G is a reduced grammar with homogeneous
variables, and a^^gy is in P, then dim g = dim a and
deg y>deg a.
Proof: Since G is reduced, there are elements t,, tg in
^  such that a+Cgy^Ct^tg, where g yields t^ , and y yields 
tp. Then dim a = dim nfCt^tg) = dim n(t^) = dim g, and 
deg a>deg n(tp) = deg y, by Lemma 2.5.
Lemma 4.8: If G is a reduced grammar with homogeneous
variables, and a->Kgy appears in P, then dim a = dim g + dim y, 
and deg (a) = max {deg g, deg y}.
Proof: There are t^ , t^  in such that a->Kgy ^Kt^t^,
where g yields t^ and y yields tg. Then dim (a) =
dim n(Kt_t_) = dim nCt^) + dim ri(t^ ) = dim g + dim y, 
and deg (a) = deg n(Kt.tp) = max (deg n(t_), deg nfOg)} = 
max {deg y, deg g}.
For the remainder of this paper, we will consider 
restricted linguistic sets in linear morphologies only.
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A morphology M will from now on mean a linear, finitely 
generated, locally finite morphology. The following lemma 
follows immediately from the definition of a linear mor­
phology.
Lemma 4.9: Let x be a phrase in a linear morphology. Let
M = {i|x is not free of the i-th blank}. Then i is in M
if and only if the integer i appears in the string x. Next,
given a linear morphology pair (M,A), where A = {a^,...,a^}
with associated map n(w.) = a^ , 1 ^ 1 we define a special
finite congruence R on ^  . Let r = max {deg (a.)}.
 ^ lU^n
Partition as follows:
D = (x in ^^jx contains the symbol 8}
A = {x in IX has K-depth greater than r}
B^= {x in UA)jdim n(x) = 1}
B^= (x in (JA) I dim n(x) = r }.
Clearly 0, = A U D U [ l_J B.], and these sets are pairwise
disjoint.
Now further partition each set B . as follows: let
(N^,...,Nj) be a j-tuple of sets N^ of nonnegative integers 
such that for 1 <_k_<j , either N^ = {0} or N^ c (1,. .. ,r}.
L e t b e  the collection of all such j-tuples. Then for 
each (N^,N2, . .. ,N^. ) in , let B^  (N^,N2,. . . ,N^. ) =
{x in By I for 1 <_i_<j, if deg (k‘n(x)) = 0, then N^ = {0} 
and if deg (k»n(x)) 0, then N. = {ijk-n(x) is not free
of the i-th blank}}.
It is easily seen that I_) B . (N.,,.. . ,N. ) = B .
(N , ...,N,) Et*. J  ^ J J
J- J J
and that the sets B.(N ,...,N.) are pairwise disjoint.
J J f.
Hence we have a finite partition of ^  containing the sets
D, A, and B . (N,, . .. ,N. ) for all l^j^r, all j-tuples in<6..
1 J J
Call this collection of sets R . To whos that R is a con-r r
gruence on we check the following tables:
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i l ) c D A
D D D D
A D A A
B (N ,...,N )
J J
D A Bj( , . . . , Pj),
where for ,
P = U M_,
K S










D D D D
A D A A
, . « c , N . ) 
J
D A For i+j>r: A 
For i+j<r:
Bi_|_j ( Ni, . . ., Nj , ,
The entry Ey(P^,...,Pj) in (1) representing the class of 
Cxy for X in y in ...,M^ ) is the only
nontrivial calculation. To illumine the argument which 
follows, here is an example:
n(x) = ( albg^ c 1) * ( b^) * ( iGbcd) 
n(y) = (a4_al)«(cc2_)*a^ fb 
Then x e where = {l,2},Ng = (S), =
{1,6}, and y e ,Mp,M^,Mk) , where M-, = {1,4}, Mp = {2},
M3 = (0). . m .
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n(x)*n(y) = n(Cxy) = (aa_4albcc^ca^al)»(ba)*(a_4alcc2cd.).
Hence Cxy is in where P^ = {1,2,4}, P^  =
{0}, P. = {1,2,4}. Note that P^ = M^UM^, Pg = M^ , P^  =
M, U M = M, U M„ .1 ^ 1 2
Now for the argument. If x is in B (N.,...,N ),
J J
n(x) = x^*...*Xj, where for l£k_<j, x^ is a string of 
symbols in which the integers in N., and no other integers, 
appear (by Lemma 4.9). Similarly, n(y) = y.*...*y., where 
for l^t^i, y^ contains the integers M^, and no others. Now
n(x)•n(y) = [x^*(y^*.,.*y\)]*[xg«(y^*...*y^)]*...*[x,«(y^*...*y^)]
= z^*..o*z^., where 1^X14; is the result of 
substituting, for each integer n in x^, the expression y_,
where n e n(mod i). Hence an integer m appears in z. if
and only if there is n c N. such that m e M . This completes
k n
the demonstration that for t^ in Ey(N^,...,Nj) and t^  in
B^(M^,...,M^), Ct^tg is in B,(P^,...,Pj) as defined Table (1).
We eliminate the other details of showing R represents 
a finite congruence on since they are trivial.
Theorem 4.10: These are equivalent:
(1) r is an rl-set in (M,A), for some A.
(2) r is an rg-set of dimension 1, degree 0 in (M,A), 
for some A.
(3) r is a homogeneous g-set of dimension 1, degree 0 
in (M,B), for some B.
Proof; (1)=^(2). If r is an rl-set in (M,A), then r =
^nD for some rg-set ^ in (M,A), where D is the collection 
of formulas in M. Let E be the collection of one-dimensional 
elements of M. Then R' = {n'"^ (E), } is a finite
congruence on Since J is a g-set. 3-= n(B) for some
recognizable set B. Hence B nn~^(E) is recognizable, and 
since n(B n n~^(E)) = n(B) HE = À HE,  3 h e is a g-set in 
(M,A).
Now, since DcE, r = (JflE) flD, and i>nE is a one-
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dimensional g-set. Further, ^HE is restricted, since
B fin"^ (E) contains no strings with operator symbols S if
B contains none.
Next we apply Theorem 4.6 to IflE, to conclude that
J-HE has finite K-depth r, for some positive integer r.
We let be the special congruence defined above. We let
T = {C^,...,Cg} be the congruence associated with the
recognizable set L(G') (with K-depth no greater than r) of
Theorem 4.6, such that L(G') = LJ C. and n(L(G')) =
l£i<k ^
^HE. Now form the congruence R" = R^T. By the construction
of L(G'), we have L(G')cB. . So L(G' ) = O  (Eh Be ) and
l<i<k  ^ ^
L(G') nn~^(D) = U  [B,({0}) AC.], which is a recognizable
l<i^k
set in (1 . So n[L(G') nn"^(D)] = n(L(G')) AD,
0 ^  n
= | ae Ad
= r
is a g-set in (M,A). Clearly the restricted property is not 
lost, and j-AD has dimension one, degree zero, since it is 
contained in D.
(2)^(1), If r is an rg-set of dimension one, degree zero,
then r = r Ad , hence r is an rl-set.
(1)=^(3). By the discussion in the proof that (1)=^(2),
we see that r is generated by a recognizable set whose
associated congruence is R^T, and r = n(L(G')), where
L(G') = U  (B,{0} AC.). By the results of Mezei and 
l£i<k  ^ ^
Wright we know that L(G') can be generated by a grammar G"
in best form; in particular, each variable a  ^o in G"
has the property that, for some congruence class X in R^ T,
X = {t in yields t}. Now we look at the classes X in
R^AT. If a is a variable in G", and a corresponds to a
class of the form B . (N,,...,N.) Ac., then it is homogeneous.
J J ^
Now suppose a corresponds to a class D A C^  or AAC^.* This
cannot happen, since G" is reduced (it is in best fohm)
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and L(G') is restricted, with finite K-depth. Since L(G') 
has dimension 1, degree 0, the specifications of 0 must 
be ({0}). Hence all variables in G" are homogeneous;
L(G") = L(G'), and r = L(G') is a homogeneous g-set of 
dimension 1, degree 0 in (M,A).
(3)=^(2). Let r = n(L(G)) be such a grammatical set in 
(M, VU{l})j where G = (U,W^,P,a). By a slight variant 
of a well-known result ( Page 3^, 1 ) ,  it can be shown that 
L(G) can be generated by a grammar whose productions are 
all of the form (i) a^Cgyj
(ii) a+Kgy
(iii) 0+S6 
or (iv) a->-Wj ;
the construction does not destroy the homogeneity of the
variables. So we will assume that the productions in G
have this form. Now suppose a production of the form a+Sg
appears in G, where deg 3 = 0 .  Then deg a = 0. We
construct a new grammar G' which differs- from G only in
that these productions are replaced by productions a+3.
Then the fact that n(L(G) = n(L(G')) follows easily by
inductions on the length of derivations in G and G';
the essential fact is that if deg 3 = 0  and 3 yields x,
then deg n(x) = 0 and n(Sx) = n(x)' = n(x).
A similar argument shows that if a+Cgy appears in G',
where deg 3 = 0, then we may substitute the production a->3;
note here that deg 3 = 0 implies deg a = 0_.
Without displaying these straightforward proofs, we
assume, then, that r = ^(L(G)), where G = .(U,W^,P,a) has
homogeneous variables, and each production in P has the
form (1) a+w. for some w, in W 
J J ^
or (ii) a->3, where deg a = deg 3 = 0.
or (iii) a+C3Y; where deg g / 0.
or (iv) a^Kgy
or (v) a->S3, where deg 6  ^0.
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Let r be the largest degree of a variable in U. We
define a new grammar G’ = (U',W ,P',o°) as follows: Let
i ^W = {w.ll<i<r, l<j<n} be a set of m symbols (where m = nr), 
m J — —
To each variable a in U, we make correspond a set of symbols
U = {a^lO<i<r}. Let U’ = U  U .
aeU *
Let P' contain:
(1) if a+w. is in P, the productions a^+wt for
■Î J J
all a“ in U .a
(2) if a->-6 is in P, the production a°+B°.
(3) if a-^ -Cgy is in P, the productions
for 0<i<r.
for 0<i<r,
(4) if a->K3y is in P, the productions
i i+l(5) if o+Sg is in P, the productions a -»-$ ,
for 0j.i <_r.
Then G' is a restricted grammar. Now let n ' :d -^ M be the
(unique) homomorphism such that for w. in W , n'(w.) =
/ 4 \ 1 m J
[n(w.)] . [We repeat an earlier convention: for x in
f 1 ^ f M   ^1 i n4-l
M, denote x' by x and x by x' ; we will agree that 
x(°) = X.] Then let A = n'(W^). Now n'(L(G')) is a re­
stricted grammatical set in (M,A). It remains to show that 
n'(L(G')) = n(L(G)).
Given a leftmost derivation
a — > x„  1 x^  -J). .. — %x = X in G,
V  0 V  1 q
we construct a matching G' derivation
^0 -p];» " y
such that n'(y) = n(x).
Let q = 0. Choose p^ as follows.
(1) If tTq is , then let p^ be a°->w°. If
ttq is 0+C&Y, let Pq be o°+Cg°Y°; if is o+KBY, let p^ be
a°-+KQ°y°; if ir_ is a-^ 6, let p^ be if ttq is a->-Se,
let p. be
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(2) If X differs from only in that (a) 
contains no symbols S, and (b) variables in y carry super­
scripts, then continue; otherwise the construction has 
failed.
(3) For each variable appearing in y , finds
the matching variable g in x . For some t in &  , g yieldss »n .
t. For g , substitute SS...St. For each terminal w . in x ,
i
substitute SS...Sw.. When all substitutions have been made.
call the resulting string sub (y ). If n(sub y ) = n(x), 
continue. Otherwise the construction has failed.
(4) If s = k, the construction is complete. 
Otherwise, add 1 to s, and continue.
(5) Choose p . If X -, = ugv, for strings u
S  S  "** -w. ^
and V ,  and u is g->-t, we find the matching variable 3 in
® i
y and choose p^ to be applied to g , depending on the
form of t.
Case 1. t = Y" Then deg g = 0, If i = 0, let p^ be
g°->Y°i otherwise the construction has failed.
Case 2. t = Cy6. Let p^ be g^ ->CY°<S^ .
Case 3. t = K y 6 .  Let p be g^+KY^G^.
Case 4. t = Wj. Let p„ be g-i-w,..
J s i Ji+l
Case 5. t = Sy . Let p be g ->y If this production is
in P'; otherwise the construction has failed.
Return to step 2.
Now if this construction is always successful, we have.
for each x in L(G), a y in L(G') such that n(x) = n'(y).
For n(sub y) = n'(y), since for all i,j, n'(w^) = ri(SS...Sw.)
J J
1
Hence we will conclude that r;(L(G) ) c  n ' (L( G') ). We show 
by contradiction that the construction can always be 
successfully carried out. Assume the construction fails 
for some x in L(G). Let d be the least integer such that 
there is an x in L(G) for which the procedure fails at some
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step for s = d.
An inspection of step 1 shows that for d = 0, the
construction always works. So d must be greater than zero.
Suppose there is a failure at step 2. An examination
of all possible choices of p . shows this is not possible,
by the minimality of d.
Suppose the construction fails at step 3- At step s-1,
we had , = ugv; tt is 6->-t for some string t, and p is S ^ i. s s
3^^t' for some string t'. Since by the minimality of x, 
n(sub yg_^) = n(x), in showing that n(sub y^) = n(x) it 
will suffice to show that n(sub 3^ ) = n(sub t’). We 
consider cases depending on the form of t.
(1) t = Y' Then i = 0, t' = , and sub = sub 3°.
(2) t = Cy6; then t’ = Cy°6^; sub 3^  = SS.^ . .SCz^z^,
i
where y yields z^ and 6 yields z^; sub t' = Gz^SS.m.SZg"
Then (sub 3^ ) =
= n(z^)'n(z2)(^)
= n(t ' ).
(3) t = Ky6; then t' = Ky^6^; sub 3^  = SSo.-SKz^z^,
where y yields z. and 6 yields Zg; sub t' = KSS...St^SS...Stg
Then n(sub 3^ ) =
= n(sub t').
hence n(sub 3^ ) = n(t').
i+l i
(5) t = 8y; then t' = y ; sub 3 = S8...Sz, where 
y yields z, and sub (f) = SS^. .Sz. i+l
i+l
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Hence no failure can occur at step 3.
Then the construction must fail at step 5; that is, 
there must be some production called for which does not 
appear in P*. ’■
Case 1. t = Y* Then deg g = 0, hence i = 0 and the 
desired production is in ?'.
Cases 2, 3, 4, 5. If i<r, then all needed productions 
appear in P'. We will show that can never appear in the 
construction.
We will need a definition. We say that produces 
gi+k there is a derivation a:^u such that is a
symbol in u, and the derivation is formed under the following 
restrictions :
(1) if a production a^+Cy°6^ appears, then we apply 
no further productions to y° .
(2) if a production appears, we choose either
6^  or Ç for the continuation of the derivation, applying 
no further productions to the other.
The resulting string, then, will yield from
in a "direct" way, without additional productions which
i+kare irrelevant to the appearance of g
It is clear that if g^  appears in a derivation, there 
is some a° which produces it. We will show that, if, for 
any i, produces then the least non-zero integer
appearing in the specifications of a is greater than k. 
Assuming this result for the moment, we then argue as 
follows. Suppose g^ appears in a derivation. For some a
in V, a° produces g ; hence the least non-zero integer
in the specifications of a is at least r+1; if deg a / 0,
then deg a is greater than r, a contradiction, since we
assumed r to be the maximum degree of variables in G.
Now, if deg a = 0, we claim that there is some y°  
which produces g^  such that deg y° / 0- The only pro­
ductions applicable to a ° , if deg.a = 0, are of the form
(1) a°->g°, where deg g - 0 or (2) a°+Cg°6°, where deg g / 0.
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The application of a production of type 1 yields again a 
variable of degree zero with zero superscript. Hence we 
must at some point in the derivation apply a production of 
type 2j where deg (6)>0, in order to obtain the special 
type of derivation which produces B from a°. But in that 
case, we have 6° produces and 6° has positive degree.
VSo again we have arrived at a contradiction, and g can 
not appear.
We conclude that there is no failure at step 5, so 
the construction is always possible, and n(L(G)) c n'(L(G')) 
It remains to show the earlier claim that, if 
produces then the least non-zero integer appearing
in the specifications of a is greater than k. Suppose the 
assertion is not true. Let s be the least integer such 
that, for some i, some k, some a, some g, produces g^^^ 
by a special derivation of length s such that the assertion 
fails. Let us examine such a derivation, and consider 
several cases, depending on the form of the first produc­
tion applied in the derivation. Clearly s is greater than 
zero.
Case 1. ÏÏ is Then produces g^^^\ contradicting
the minimality of s.
Case 2. it is a^ -^ C6°y^ ; then again y^ produces a
contradiction of the minimality.
iase 
,i+k
Ca 3. TT is a^+K8^y^; then either 6^  or y^ produces
, by a subderivation of length less than s, again a 
contradiction.
Case 4. it is Since y^ "^  ^yields by a
special derivation of length less than s, the least positive
integer in the n-tuple of specifications of y is greater
than k-1. But note that since -n is in P', the production
a+8y is in P' further, deg y r 0 and deg a  ^0. If
(WL,...,N ) and (M, ) are the specifications of a and1’ m 1/ ' m
y respectively (notice they must both be m-tuples for some m, 
since for all x in a morphology L, dim x = dim x'), then
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for all sets N. f  {0}, N. = {ra+l|m is in M.}. Hence the
<] J J
least positive integer appearing in is greater
than k, as required.
This completes the proof of the claim, and hence the
proof that (L(G)) c n '(L(G')).
Next we show the reverse inclusion. Let
— > z_— »...— »z = z be a leftmost derivation in G'. 
TT 1 (d s
We will show by induction on s that a yields an x in L(G)
such that n(x) = n'(z).
Suppose s = 1. Then u is a^^Wj. By the construction,
the production a->w. appears in P; and ri'(w^ ) = [n(w.)]^^\
J J J
So the assertion holds for s = 1.
Suppose s>l, and the assertion holds for k<s. We
distinguish several cases, depending on the form of i t .
Case 1. TT is Then by the induction hypothesis,
3 yields x in L(G) such that n(x) = n(z). Since a->3 is in
P, by the construction (note that deg a = deg 3 = 0), we
have the desired result.
i i
Case 2. tt is a +C3°y ; then a->C3y is in P. Now z = Cy.yg,
where 3° and yield y^ and y^ by subderivations of length
less than s. Hence 3 yields x, and y yields x„ such that
d " )
n'(y^) = n(x.) and n'(yg) = ntxg) • Hence a yields 
Cx^Xg, where
= ri(x^ ) -nlxg)
= n'fy^j-n'tyg)
= n'tCy^yg)
= n'(z), as required.
Case 3. n is a^ ->K3'^ y^ ; then a->K3y is in P, and z = Ky^yg:
by the induction hypothesis, 3 yields x. and y yields Xg
( i ) ( i )such that n(x-,) = n(y, ) and n(x^) = nCy-). Hence
1 M  ^
n(Kx.Xg) = [n(x.)«n(x,) 1
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= n ' (y^)«Ti ' (yg)
= n'(Ky^yg)
= n ' (z).
i i+l
Case 4. ir Is a ->e . Then a+Sg is in P. By the in­
duction hypothesis, g yields x such that = n'(z).
Hence a yields Sx and
n'(8x)(l) = [n(x)'](l)
= [ n ( x ) ] ( ! + ! )
= n ' (z).
Hence the assertion holds for all s.
Applying this assertion to a°, we have ri'(L(G')) c 
n(L(G)), which completes the proof.
F-regular restricted linguistic sets. We will look at a 
particularly well-behaved class of sets, the rl-sets in 
(M, VU{1}) which are F-regular, where F is the collection 
of V-factorizations of M in ^  defined in Chapter 3. We 
let V = {v^,...,v^_^} be a fixed ordering of V and n(w^) = 
v ,^ lj.ij_n-l, n(w^) = 1, as usual. We obtain a simple form 
for productions in the grammars generating such sets. 
Theorem 4.11: Every F-regular rl-set can be generated by
a grammar whose productions are of the form
(i) 0-+6
(ii) a->Wj
or (iii) . . . a^ ,
r-1
for some w^  in W^, some variables a,a^,...,a^, some r_>l, 
where r is the degree of n(Wj).
Proof; Let G = (U,W^,P,a) be a grammar in best form 
generating such a set r in (M, V U{1}). Then we define a 
new grammar G’ = (U,W^,P',a). Let P’ be the collection of
(1) productions a-»-3, where c+g is in G, and (2) for all o / 
for all strings t such that a yields t and t is of the form 
(ii) or (iii), the production a-^-t. We note that P’ is a
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finite set, since V is finite, and the degree of elements in 
(V U{1}) is bounded.
It is clear that L(G')cL(G). Now we want to show that 
L(G) ^L(G'). First we will show by induction on the length 
of a derivation that, for each a in U, if a yields a term 
in P by a derivation in G, it yields the same term by a 
derivation in G’.
Suppose this is not true. Let m be the least integer 
for which there is some variable a and some term x in P 
for which the hypothesis does not hold, with a leftmost 
derivation in G of length m,
0 ïï^ 1 TTg TT^ m
Suppose m = 1. Then must be for some terminal w^;
but a->Wj is in P ', so m is not 1. Suppose m is greater than
1. Since x is in P, ti^  must be of the form a-^ -CBy, and
must have the form g+w., and x = Cw.t for some string t.
J J
Case 1. deg (n(w)) = 1 and t is in P. In this case, y 
yields t by a derivation in G of length less than m, so by 
the minimality of m, y yields t in G*. We note that o+Cw^y 
is in P', so a yields x in G'.
Case 2. t is not in P. Then, since x = Cw^t is in P, t 
has the form KK...Kt^t^...t^ for some terms t^  in P, and
r-1
some r>l, where r = deg n(w.).
J
Since G is in best form, and the derivation is leftmost,
TT^, ir|j,.. o must have the form for some variables
Ç, 5, y, and X - Cw .KK.. .KCCC„.. .OC for some variables a., r+l J I P  r 1
r-1
By the construction, the production is in P',
Further, each a. must yield t^ (which is in P) by a sub­
derivation of length less than m; hence yields t^  in G', 
by the minimality of m. Hence a yields x in G*, a contradic­
tion.
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So, for each variable a. If a yields a term in P by 
a derivation in G, it yeilds the term by a derivation in 
G’o But a term x is in L(G) precisely when there is a 
derivation L(G),
o-»-a=^ x, and x is in P.
Now a->a is in P’ whenever it is in P. Since x is in P 
and a yields x in G, then a yields x in G'. Hence a yields 
X in G* and x is in L(G'). So L(G)cL(G'), and we may 
conclude that L(G) = L(G').
Theorem 4.12: In a free morphology M, with vocabulary V,
if r is a g-set in (M, V U {11) generated by a grammar G 
with productions of the form specified in Theorem 4. 
then r is an P-regular rg-set.
Proof: Prom the form of the productions it is clear that
L(G) cp, and r is restricted. Since M is free, V is 
monotectonic, hence for each phrase x in M, n ^(x) HP 
consists of precisely one element. Therefore, n ^(L(G)) Hp = 
L(G), which is recognizable; also, since L(G) cP, n(L(G))c 
n(P). So r is P-regular.
Lemma 4.13.: If D is the collection of formulas in M with
(initialized) vocabulary V, then D is an P-regular restricted 
linguistic set in (M, V U (D) .
Proof: Let V = UV^, where consists of the elements of
degree zero in V, and contains those of positive degree.
We construct a grammar G = (U,W^,P,a) such that L(G) = 
n"^(D) n P. Then n(L(G)) = D H n(P) = D since n(P) contains 
all phrases, and
n“^n(L(G))np = n“^[D nn(P)l OP
= n~^(D) nn"^n(P) HP 
= n'^(D) np 
= L(G),
hence n(L(G)) = D is an P-regular g-set; it is also an 1- 
set since Dl^D = D. We will see that D is restricted from 
the form of the productions in G. We now specify G, Let 




where r = deg n(Wj), If r>0 , and l^j^n-1.
(2) if deg n(w^) = 0.
By the form of the productions, L(G)cp is clear. Now we 
show that, for t in F, deg n(t) = 0 if and only if t is 
in L(G). First we show by induction on a leftmost deriva­
tion in G, that for t in L(G), deg n(t) = 0. Let the 
derivation be
(*) a— ^x^— = t.
ir
Suppose m = 1. Then ir is a->w^ , and deg (n(w^J) = 0 by the 
construction of G. Suppose, for m>l, the hypothesis holds 
for all k<m. Then it is g->-CWjM^.Koo^. Oy Then t =
r-1 r
CWjKK...Kt^t^...t^ , where a yields t^ by a subderivation 
of (*) of length less than m; hence by the induction 
hypothesis, deg n(t^) = 0 for all i. Therefore n(t) = 
n( w ,)'(n(t^)*...*n(ty)) has degree zero, since by Lemma 2.5, 
deg n(t)<deg (n(t_)*...*n(ty))
= max {deg n(t^) ] l_^ i^ r}
= 0.
This completes the first half of the proof.
Next we show, by induction on the depth of t (defined 
below) that if t is in F and deg (n(t)) = 0, then t is in
L(G). The depth of a term t in F is: %
(1) if t e W^, depth (t) = 1
(2) if t = ^ S ^ .Sw^ for some r>0, depth (t) = 1
r
(3) if t = Cw^KK...Kt^t^ for some r>0
depth (t) max {depth (t^)|l<l^r} + 1.
If depth (t) = 1, and deg n(t) = 0, then t = w^  for some
w. such that n(w.) = 0. An inspection of P shows that w.
J J J
is in L(G) for such w ..
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Suppose for m>l, the hypothesis holds for all t with 
depth less than m, Then if L has depth m,
t = Cw.KK...Kt,t„...t for some r>0,
r^l
where for each t^, depth (t^) is less than m.
n(t) = n(Wj)'(n(t^)*...*n(ty)). Since V is initialized 
and n(Wj) is in V and deg nCw^) = r , we may conclude by 
Lemma 2.10 that deg (n(t)) = max {deg n(t^) j l_<i_<r}.
Therefore if deg (n(t)) = 0, we have deg n(t^) = 0 for all i, 
lj<i_<r. Then by the induction hypothesis, we have a yields 
t^ for Iji^r. Since the production
a->-CWjKK. . ,Koo. . . a_
r-1 r 
is in P, we have the derivation
o-^ Cw,KK. . .Kaa. . .0. Cw^KK. . .Kt^t2. • .t^
r-1 r r-1
in P, as required. This completes the proof.
Hence L(G) = n”^(DNP, and the earlier discussion 
completes the proof of the theorem.
Theorem 4.14; If and Pg are F-regular rl-sets in
(M, V U {1}), so are U Tg, n Pg, and D^P^, where D is
the collection of formulas in M.
Proof: By Theorem 4.10, P^ and Pg are rg-sets. By
Theorem 3.20, P^  U p^ is an F-regular g-set. The restricted 
property is preserved, since P^  = n(C) and Pg = n(D) for 
some recognizable sets C and D which do not contain strings 
with the symbol S, hence neither does the recognizable set 
CUD, and P^ U p^  = (C U p ) . So p^  U is an P-regular rg- 
set, hence an F-regular rl-set.
By Theorems 4.10 and 3.19, p^  H Pg is an P-regular 
g-set; and P^  n p^  has dimension 1, degree 0, so it is an
1-set. Again the restricted property is preserved; for
nTg = Cn~^(r^ HTg) HP],
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and r^nr^ has degree zero.
Now we show that if a term t in P contains the symbol 
S, then n(t) has positive degree; we use induction on the 
depth m of a term t in P, defined as in the proof of Lemma
4.14. Suppose the depth of t is 1, and t contains S. Then 
t = S...Sw^, for some k>_p. and n(t) is the blank k+1, which 
k
has positive degree. Hence the assertion holds for m = 1.
Suppose the hypothesis holds for all terms of depth less
than m. If t has depth m, t = Cw .K...Kt,t ...t for r^O,J J. <1 P
t^ in P of depth less than m, for l_<i^ m. If t contains S, 
then some t^  must contain S; hence by the induction hypothesis 
n(tj) has positive degree. But n(t) = n(w^)•(n(t^)*...*n(t^)), 
and since V is initialized and n(w\) is in V and has degree 
r , we conclude by Lemma 2.10 that
degri (t) = max {deg ( n(t^) ) j l_<i<_r}, which is positive.
This concludes the proof of the assertion.
So if there is a term t in Ti~^ (r^  Hig) HP containing 
the symbol S, then n(t) has positive degree. This is a 
contradiction, since n(t) is in which has degree
zero. Hence HP is restricted, and therefore
so is r n Tg.
Next, by Theorem 3.22, n(P)^T^ is an P-regular g-set.
By Lemma 4.13, D is an P-regular rg-set. Since P-regular
g-sets are closed under intersection, [n(P)'^IL]nD =
is an P-regular g-set. It is also an 1-set, since D'>r^ c:D,
which has dimension 1, degree 0. Now we need only show
that is restricted. To do this, we refer to the proofs
of Lemma 4.13 and Theorem 3.19 and Theorem 3.22, and note
that: D\r^ = (n(P)^r^) n o  = n(Y), where Y = [n ^(D)  ^A ^  P]
is recognizable, and t(P)'^ r. = n(A). It remains only to
—  1
show that y is restricted. But n (D) ^p is restricted, by 
the proof of Lemma 4.13, and clearly any subset of a restric­
ted set in ^  is restricted. So Y is restricted, and D'~r^  is 
an P-regular restricted linguistic set, as required.
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Theorem 4.15: Every context-free language is the homomorphic
Image of an P-regular restricted linguistic set In a free 
morphology.
Proof: Let H = (U,Z,P,o) be a context-free grammar (In the
traditional sense) generating the context-free language L(H). 
We may assume H Is In Grelbach normal form [11]; that Is, 
all productions are of the form
(*) a-vma^ Og • • • oij^,
for some variables for some n>0, and for some
terminal m. Number the productions In P as p^, P2,...,p^.
Let A = ...,z^} be a collection of distinct symbols.
We will define a submorphology M' of the total linear 
morphology over A. It will be that submorphology generated 
by the set V, which contains, for each p^ In P, the expres­
sion (z.l2...n). If p. has the form (*), Now we define a 
1—  —  1
reocgnizable set L(G) on &  , where Is the homomorphism
which maps w^ to z^l2...n In V. Let G = (U,W^,P’,a), 
where P’ contains r productions q^, Ij^ l^ r, each derived from 
p^ as follows:
If p^ has the form a+ma^ag.-.a^, 
then Is a->-Cw^ KK.. .Ka^ ci2 • ot^.
The form of the productions In G satisfies the hypothesis 
of Theorem 4.12, hence n(L(G)) Is P-regular. Nown(L(G)) Is 
a g-set In (M',V), which Is Lukasiewicz and hence free.
Note that n(L(G)) Is restricted. Now let M be the sub­
morphology of the total linear morphology over l generated 
by the set A which we now define by: ml2...n Is In A If
and only If, for some variables o^ , In Ü, for
some n>0, for some p^ In P, the right-hand side of Is 
mapap..
We can define a homomorphism by specifying Its
values on V ,  since V  Is a vocabulary for M’ and M’ Is 
free. Let iji be determined by: ij;(z^ l. ..n) = ml^ . ..n,
where ma^.-.a^ Is the right-hand side of p^.
Now we claim that i];n(L(G)) Is the context-free language
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L(H). To see that L(H)c^n(L(G)), we show by Induction on 
the length k of a leftmost derivation In H that for any 
variable a In U, If a yields x In L(H) by a derivation In 
H, then a yields an element y In L(G) such that ^m(y) = x.
Let the derivation be
(**) a ^ x ^ — » . . - = X,
ÏÏ
where ir denotes the first production applied. Suppose k = 1, 
Then ir Is a+m, for some m In E. This case Is easy; If 
Is Pj, then the production a-^ Wj appears In P'; n(Wj) = 
and 4in(Wj) = = m. Therefore the hypothesis holds for
k = 1. Assume the hypothesis holds for s<k. Suppose it Is 
Pj, which Is Then x = mz^Z2...z^, where for
l_<l_<n, yields z^ by a subderivation of (**). Since these 
subdcrlvatlons have length less than k, by the Induction 
hypothesis each yields y^ by a derivation In G such that 
^m(y^) = The production a-^ -Cw^ KK.. .Ka^ag* • • In P’
by the construction; hence we have a G-derlvatlon 




= (mly..n)'(z^*...*z^), where the z^
are phrases,
= mz^z^.-.z^, as required.
So L(H) c^n(L(G)). To show that \Jjn(L(G) ) c l(H) , we show 
by Induction on the length of a leftmost derivation that 
for any variable a. If a yields y by a derivation In G,
then a yields $n(y) by a derivation In H< Let the deriva­
tion be
(***) a — 4»yQ — ^ • • • ““^ y - y•
IT
Suppose k = 1. Then ir Is a->w. for some w. In W . By the
j J n
construction, there Is a production a->m In P such that
'j'n(Wj) = m.
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Suppose the hypothesis holds for derivations of length 
less than k, and suppose ir is the production Ka^  ..
n-1
Then y = Cw^KK...Kt^t2...t^ , where g^  yields t^ in G for
l<_i<_n by a subderivation of (***), of length less than m.
By the induction hypothesis, for each i, g yields 4m(t^)
by a derivation in H. By the construction, the production
p, in H is g+mgi...g , where ^n(w.) = (ml2...n). So we j I n  j —  —
have in H, g^#w^y..a^^m[^n(t^)]...[^n(t^)]. But this is 
precisely 4m(y), for




= m[ifjn(t^ ) ]... [li'n(t^ ) ] .
So L(H) =^n(L(G)). We complete the proof by noting that
since L(H) has dimension 1, degree 0, so does ^m(L(G));
further, preserves degree, hence n(L(G)) is a linguistic
set.
We remark that not all homomorphic : imagés of P-regular 
rl-sets in free morphologies are context-free languages.
We will show, without going into the finer details, how to 
construct as the homomorphic image of an rl-set in a free 
morphology, the set C = {xx|x e L(H)} for any context-free 
language L(H). It is well-known that this set is not context- 
free for arbitrary context-free languages.
So let L(H) be a context-free language. By 
Theorem 4.15, it is the homomorphic image of an P-regular 
rl-set r in (M, V U(l}) where M is free. We add to V the 
element (si), where s is some symbol distinct from those in 
V, and let L be the (free) morphology generated by V U(sl}, 
which is a vocabulary for L. r is easily shown to be an P- 
regular rl-set in (L, VU{sl}U(l}). Now r = n(B(G)) for 
some G = (U,W^,P,a). We define a new grammar G’ =
“n ‘
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(U U {0 ’} ,W^,P',0 ' ), where P' = P U{a'->CWja}j and w^  is 
such that n(Wj) = si. Then L(G’) consists of strings Cw^t, 
where n(t) is in L(H) under the homomorphism h of Theorem
4.15. Extend h so that h(sl) = (11). Then n(L(G')) is 
the collection of strings (sl)*ri(t), and hn(L(G')) the 
collection
( n ) ‘hn(t) = (ll)*x 
= (xx) ,
for X in L(H).
Theorem 4.16: Every F-regular rl-set in a free morphology
is a context-free language.
Proof: Let r be such a set in (M, V where M is a
submorphology of the total linear morphology over S, 
r = n(L(G)), G = (U,W ,P,o). Then by Theorem 4.12, we 
may assume that the productions in G are of the form
(*) a->CWjKK^ . .K^g-| Up . . . g^ ,
r-1
where deg (n(w,)) = r.
Define a context-free grammar H = (U,S,P',a), where 
P* contains: for each production of the form (*) in P,
the production
a^ma^«2"-'Oy)
where ri(w.) = ml2...r. Then we claim that L(H) - n(L(G)).
Let a be any variable in U. We show by induction on
the length of a leftmost derivation that if a .yields a
string of terminals x,  by a derivation in H, then a yields
by a derivation in G a term t i n s u c h  that n(t) = x.
Let a—^x,— > x„— > ...— >x = x be a leftmost derivation in „ 1 2 3
H. Suppose s = 1. Then tt is a->-m = x for some m in S such
that a-*-w. is in P and n(w.) = m. Hence the claim is true 
J J
for m = 1. Suppose the hypothesis holds for k<s. Then x^ =
ma,...a , and x = mz,z„...z , where for l<i<r, a. yields z.1 r 1 2 r — — 1 1
by a subderivation of length less than s. Hence by the 
induction hypothesis, for each a^ , there is a term t^ in
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such that yields t^ by a G-derivation and n(t^) = z^ .
Since tt is a-^ ma^ a^  • •. by the construction the production
a+Cw.KK...Ka_...a is in P, where n(w.) = ml2...r. Hence 
j 1 r J —  -
we have the G-derivation
a^Cw.KK. . .Ka, a„. . .a =^Cw ,KK, . . Kt t„ . . . t = t
J L c. V  ^ L c. V
and n(t) = (ml2...r)•(z ..*z )—  — 1 c r
= mz,z„ . . .z = X.12  r
Hence, in particular, the hypothesis holds for the variable 
a, so L(H)cti(L(G) ).
Now we show by induction on the length of a leftmost 
derivation in G that, for any variable a, if a yields t in 
then a yields n(t) by a derivation in H. Let the G- 
derivatlon be a— >t-,— ? t„—  ^...— > t = t. Suppose s = 1.
IT ®
Then tt is a->-w. for some w. in W . Further, since r is an
J J ^
rl-set, and n(w.) is in r, n(w.) has degree zero. Since
J J
M is free, n(w\) = m for some symbol m. By the construction,
a->m is in P'. So the claim is true for s = 1. Suppose s>l,
and the hypothesis holds for k<s. Then rr is of the form
a->CWjKK.. .Ka^üg.. . a^ , t = Cw^KK. ..Kt^t^.. . t^, and for 1 j_r,
yields t^ by a subderivation of length less than s. By
the construction, the production a->ma^...a^ is in P, where
n(w.) = (ml2...r). Hence by the induction hypothesis we
have the H-derivation
a^ma^...a^c^mz^Zg...z^ .
where z. = n(t^), l^i^r. Now
n(t) = (ml2...r)'(n(t.)*...*n(t ))—— 1 r
= (ml2...r)'(z,*z_*...*z_)—  — 1 c r
= mz-, Z-...Z ,1 2  n'
so the claim holds for all s.
Applying this result to the variable a, we have 
n(L(G) ) cL(H). Hence n(L(G)) = L(H), and is a contexts 
free language.
Theorem 4.17: All context-free languages are structurally
unambiguous rg-sets.
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Proof: We refer to the proof of Theorem 4.15. Let L(H) be
a context-free language. The recognizable set L(G) of that 
proof, where L(H) = 4m[L(G)], is contained in the set of 
A-factorizations 'of M in Note that A is a vocabulary
for M. gence, by Corollary 3.29, ^n[L(G)] is structurally 
unambiguous.
Theorem 4.1^: Every restricted linguistic set is the
homomorphic image of a restricted grammatical set in a 
free morphology.
Proof: Let r be an rl-set in (M,A). Let M' be the free
morphology associated with M, and let be the (onto)
homomorphism of Corollary 2.17. Suppose A = {a^,a^,•..,a^}
and r = n(C) for a recognizable set C in where n(w^) =
a., l<i<n. For each a. in A, let a! be any element of the 
1 i . 1
set (a^ ) in M’. Let be the homomorphism de­
termined by n'(w^) = a^ , l^i^n. Then n'(C) is an rg-set 
in (M’,A’)j and by the construction,
0[n’(C)] = n(C) = r.
Substratum Properties. The formulas in linear morphologies 
are finite strings of (juxtaposed) symbols from some finite 
alphabet S, as are the words in context-free languages.
We ignore the morphology structure, for the moment, and 
consider the formulas as elements in the free semigroup 
with unity (under juxtaposition) generated by S, which we 
denote by S*. A represents the empty string in the semi­
group; note that it is not an element of a linear morphology. 
This view allows us to examine properties usually associated 
with the languages whose underlying algebraic system is 
such a semigroup. In the case of linguistic sets, we will 
call such properties substratum properties.
Let S* and f* be semigroups over 8, T respectively, 
as above. Let h:S*->T* be a (semigroup) homomorphism. Then 
if r is a linguistic set in M, a submorphology of the total 
linear morphology over 8, r is contained in 8^; further, 
if h is non-erasing, that is, if for all s in 8, h(s) ^ A,
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then h(r)cM’, the total linear morphology over T. In this 
case we call h a substratum homomorphism of the 1-set r. 
Theorem 4 .19 : The restricted linguistic sets in linear
morphologies are closed under non-erasing substratum homo­
morphism.
Proof : Let h;S*->T* be such a homomorphism, and let r be
an rl-set in (M,A), where M is a submorphology of the total
linear morphology over S. Let M’ be the total linear mor­
phology over T. Then construct the set B from A as follows: 
If a is in A, replace each occurrence of a symbol s in S 
with the string h(s) from T*. Note that the non-erasing 
restriction guarantees that h(s) is not the empty string, 
hence the element of B we construct is in M'. Suppose 
r = n(C) for some recognizable set C in Let
be determined by: ifn (w.) = a^, then ti'(w^ ) is that element
of B produced by the above construction. It follows easily 
that n'(G) = h(r) .
Let w = a^a^-.-a^ be a phrase in a submorphology of
the total linear morphology M' over 8; where each a. is in
RS UN. Then the substratum reversal of w, written w , is
the formula: a a . ...a^a,. We extend this notion to all of m m-1 2 1
M’ be defining: (x*y)R = x^»y^. The substratum reversal
of an 1-set is the collection of reversals of its elements,
i.e. = {w^jw e r}.
Lemma 4.20: In a linear morphology, for elements x,y,
(1) (x'y)R = xR«yR
(2 ) (x')R = (x%)'.
Proof: It suffices to prove the theorem when x is a phrase,
since (x*y)% = xR*yR. Suppose M’ is a submorphology of the 
total linear morphology over 8, x = a^ag...a^ is a phrase in 
M’, where a. e 8 UN, l_<i£m, and y = z. *Zp*...*z for phrases 
z. in M', l_<k_<s. Then x y = a^ag...a^, where for l_<i_<m, 
if a^ e S
&i




y^ = z^^*Z2^*...*Zg^; x^-y^ = b^h^^^...b2b^, where 
 ^If a^ e S
z_, where k s k (mod s) if a, = k for some k in N. 
k
R R R RIn each case, a. = b., so (x*y) = x »y .
RNow we look at (x') . As before, x = a^a2...a^. Then
x' = b-i b_ . . .b , where 
1 2 m
/a., if a. is in S.
‘‘ 1\k+l, if a. = k for some k in N.
 ^ RWe also have x' -1* •"^2^1"
^m^m--1"' '^2^1'
r^n^ mr-I" • *^ 2^ 1 ^
=1 = ■
'a^ , if a^  is in S
,k+l, if a^ = k for some k in N. Hence (x')^ = (x^)'
Theorem 4.21: Linguistic sets in linear morphologies are
closed under substratum reversal.
Proof; Let r be an 1-set in (M,A), where M is a submorphology
of M', the total linear morphology over S.
We construct a set B from A. If a^ is in A, then
a. = s-,s„...s for symbols s. in SUN, l<i<m. Let b.' =1 1 2 m 1   1
s s -,...s„s^ . Then let B be the collection of elements b .m m-1 2 1 1
so formed from elements in A. B is a collection of phrases
in M'. Suppose r = n(C) for some recognizable set C in_^^.
Define by: n'(w^) = b^. Then we claim that r = n'(C)
It suffices to show that for all t in n(t)^ = n'(t); 
this we do by induction on the operator depth j of t. Suppose 
j = 1; then t - w^ for some w^ in W^, and n(t) = a^; then
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n'(t) = by the construction. Hence the assertion
holds for j = 1. Suppose j>l and the hypothesis holds for 
s<j. We consider three cases, depending on the form of t. 
Case 1. t - Ct^tg for some t^, t^  in with operator depth 
less than j. Now 
n(t)R =
= by Len. '!.30;
= n'(t^)«n'(t^), by the induction hypothesis
= n'fCt^tg), as required.
Case 2. t = Kt^tg for some t^, t^ in with operator depth 
less than j. Then
n(t)^ = (n(t^^*n(tg))^
= by definition;
= n'Ct^^Kn'Ctg), by the induction hypothesis.
= n'fKt.tg), as required.
Case 3. t = St, for some t, in A/ with operator depth less 
than j. Then
n(t)R = [n(tp]'”
= [n(t,)^]' by Lemma ^.20;
= [n’(t^)]', by the induction hypothesis,
= n'(St), as required.
Hence for all t in n(t)^ = n'(t). Now if x is in r,
X = n(t) for some t in C; n'(t) = n(t)^ is in n'(C). If y
is in n'(C), then y = n'(t) = n(t)^ for some t in C. So
= ri'(C), and is an 1-set in (M',B).
Let X = a,ap...a^ and y = b^b2....bg be formulas in M’,
the total linear morphology over S, where a. , b . e S, 1 <_i^ n,
 ^ J
l_<j_<s. Then the substratum product of x and y, denoted xy,
is the formula z = z,a_...a b^b„...b . If X and Y are two
.1 c  ÏI ± u S
subsets of M’, we define the substratum product of X and Y 
to be XY = {xy|x e X, y e Y}.
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Theorem H. 2 2 : Restricted linguistic sets in linear mor­
phologies are closed under substratum product.
Proof; Let be an rl-set in (M,A), where = n(C) for 
some recognizable set in let be an rl-set in (L,B), 
where = n'(D) for some recognizable set D in Suppose
M and L are submorphologies of the total linear morphologies 
over S and S' respectively. Let P be the total linear 
morphology over S US'. Now we will generate as an rl-
set in (P,A UB U U12)} ). Fix an ordering for A uB U ( (12)} = 
{dj,...,dg}. Let t": be the homomorphism determined by:
n"(w^) = d^, l^i^s. Suppose C = L(G) and D = L(H) for 
grammars in best form G = (U,W^,P,o), H = (U',W^,P'jc').
Assume ü and U' are disjoint. Let J = (UUU',Wg,P",o") 
where P" contains:
(1) a"^-CWjKoa', for that w^  such that n"(Wj) = (12)
(2) All productions in P and P' except those of the
form ot->w. for w. in W or W .i i n m
(3) For each production a->w^  in P, the production 
a^w^, where n"(w^) = n(w^).
(4) For each production a->w^  in P', the production 
a->-w^ , where n"(w^) = n'(w^).
Then n"(L(J)) yields precisely those strings of the 
form (12)'(x*y) = xy, where x is in and y is in .
Theorem 4.23: If r is an rl-set in (M,A), then so is r'*'.
Proof: Let r = in the proof of Theorem 4.22. To
the grammar J generating the product rr, add the productions 
a->a" and a'->a", to form the grammar J'. It is tedious but 
completely straightforward to show that n"(L(J")) is precisely 
r'*'.
Erasure Operators. In linguistic applications, althou&h we 
want to reject sentences with unfilled blanks, it will be 
convenient, on occasion, to have a method for removing 
"extra" blanks, if the sentence is otherwise grammatically 
correct. For example, the sentence
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The ___  duchess carried a ___ parasol.
Is well-formed, and does not require for syntactical cor­
rectness the addition of modifiers in the blanks.
We now introduce an element e, called an erasure 
operator, whose function is to eliminate unwanted blanks;
that is, (The ___  duchess carried a ___ parasol)°e =
The duchess carried a parasol. We will call a morphology 
with such an element a morphology with erasure operator.
Formally, we introduce e into the total linear mor­
phology M = ( M , r )  over the set S. Let M' be the 
collection of all n-tuples, each of whose slots contains 
either a finite non-empty sequence of symbols in S UN, or 
the symbol e. Then M' = *,',(!)), the total linear
morphology over S with erasure operator e, is defined as 
follows. *
Denote the n-tuple x = ...,x^) by x^xXgW-.-xx^,
For x,y in M', where x = x.*...*x and y = y *...*y ,
(1) x»y is the n+s-tuple x^x...xx^xy^»...xy^.
(2) x*y is the n-tuple z.x...*z^, where is defined by:
(1) if x^ = e, then = e.
(2) if x^ 7^ K, then z^ is the result of (a) sub­
stituting for each blank k in x^ the expression y_, where 
k E k(mod s), if y_ e: and (b) erasing the blan& k in
X, if y_ = e. ^
k
(3) x' is the n-tuple z^x...xz^. where
e, if x^  = E
'i
the result of substituting, for each blank k in x., 
^he blank k+1, otherwise.
Thereby M’ becomes a half-ring morphology, with M as
a submorphology. Now let L, with vocabulary V, be any
submorphology of M. Then the submorphology of M generated
by V u(e) contains L. So we have
Theorem 4.24; Every linear morphology L can be extended
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to a linear morphology with erasure operator e.
Now let us consider e to be the empty sequence of 
symbols A. Then we may consider the matter of arbitrary 
substratum homomorphism.
Theorem 4.25: The collection of rl-sets in linear mor­
phologies with erasure operators is closed under arbitrary 
substratum homomorphism.
Proof: We refer to the proof of Theorem 4.19. Given the
situation in that proof, we may now construct the set B 
from A as follows: if a^ = s^s^.-.s^ for symbols s^  in
S (JN, then
(1) if a^ = E, then b^ = e.
(2) if for some s^ , s^ is in N, then b^ is the result
of (a) substituting, for each s^  in S, the string h(s^),
if h(s.) A; and (b) erasing s. if h(s.) = A.
J J J
(3) if for all s^ , s e S, then
(i) if h(Sj) = A for all s^  in a^, b^ = e.
(ii) if for some s^, h(Sj) ^ A, then b^ is
defined as in rule 2.
With this change in the construction of B, the con­
struction is identical with that of Theorem 4.19.
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